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MARITIME
NUMBERS

Greece is the 47th largest export economy in
the world and the 41st most complex economy
according to the Economic Complexity Index
(ECI).

€171.5 billion
Last August exports of goods
from the Eurozone countries to the rest
of the world were worth €171.5 billion, whereas
imports stood at €155.4 bn.

50%
The EU's coastal regions are home
to almost half of its entire population
and account for almost half
of the Union's GDP.

€222.2 million
The Port of Rotterdam had
a turnover of €222.2 million
in 2016.

403.8 million tons
The Panama Canal welcomed a record
of 403.8 million tons of cargo during fiscal year
2017, the largest amount of annual tonnage in its
103-year history.

10

121
A total of 121 incidents of piracy and armed
robbery against ships were reported in the
first nine months of 2017, according to the
International Maritime Bureau's (IMB).

ARGO

47th

66%
Asia is predicted to contribute 66%
of worldwide economic growth by 2020.

34
The subsea cable «MAREA», a joint project
between Facebook and Microsoft
for data transmission, weighs
as much as 34 blue whales.

840,207 thous. dwt
Between 2012 and 2016 orders for dry bulk
carriers reached 840,207 thousands of deadweight tons.

$3.12 billion
The top export country partner of Greece is:
Italy ($3.12B), Germany ($2.13B), Cyprus ($1.68B),
Turkey ($1.5B) and Bulgaria ($1.38B). The top
import origins are Germany ($5.58B), Italy
($4.25B), China ($4.2B), South Korea ($2.72B)
and Russia ($2.66B) (Source OEC).

Pantheon Tankers Management Ltd.
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Strict regulations
for the transport of bauxite
SEPTEMBER 22, 2017

The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) has issued a new circular concerning bauxite carrier vessels, as bauxite is a
highly dangerous cargo, especially when it
is liquefied. The findings gathered after the
sinking of "Bulk Jupiter" in January 2015,
which carried 46,400 tones of bauxite and
caused the death of 18 people, led to the
above conclusion.
The new circular states that the transport
of bauxite is prohibited unless:
• the moisture limit for the specific cargo is certified as less than the indicative

moisture limit of 10% and the particle
size distribution as is detailed in the individual schedule for bauxite in the IMSBC
Code; or
• if the cargo is declared as Group A
(cargoes that may liquefy) and the shipper declares the transportable moisture
limit (TML) and moisture content; or
• if the cargo has been assessed as not
presenting Group A properties.
Although the new Circular notes that bauxite is classified as a Group C cargo (non-liquefied or non-chemical), according to the
IMSBC Code, it is necessary to raise awareness of the potential dangers of liquefaction
associated with bauxite. If a group A cargo

Empowerment in all markets
for John Angelicoussis

More specifically, according to international
news agencies and the media, Anangel Maritime has placed an order with the Shanghai
Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding (SWS) shipyards
in China to build 2 newcastlemax bulk carriers, with an option to build another 2.
These new vessels are expected to be
delivered by the beginning of 2020, while
the total investment is estimated to
exceed $ 190 million, according to international sources and the media.
Please note that Anangel Maritime Services Inc, member of Angelicoussis group
(Anangel Maritime Inc., Maran Tankers
Management Inc. and Maran Gas Maritime Inc.) manages a fleet of 51 dry bulk
carriers, 45 of which are registered under
the Greek flag. The majority of Anangel
fleet are Capesize ships with an average
age of only 6.5 years.

SEPTEMBER 28, 2017

The die is cast for Saudi Aramco

(cargo which may liquefy)) is shipped with
moisture content in excess of its transportable moisture limit (TML), there is a risk of
cargo shift, which may result in capsizing.

After having made significant investments
in tanker newbuildings the most important Greek ship owner in ocean-going
shipping- with regard to the fleet and tonnage he owns - John Angelicoussis, does
not seem to have lost his interest in the
dry cargo market.

OCTOBER 1, 2017

Saudi Aramco, a colossus in oil industry, is
preparing to go public in 2018.
The government of Saudi Arabia recently
convened an investor meeting to prepare a
possible third issue of international bonds
from the country, having already issued

international bonds worth € 17.5 billion
last year and $ 9 billion worth of Islamic
bonds, the so-called "sukuk", last April.
Saudi Arabian authorities are seeking to
import 5% of Saudi Aramco, the world's
largest oil producer, in the Riyadh stock
market, the Tadawul, and one or more
international markets from where they
could raise up to $ 100 bn.
The issue of bonds is part of a massive economic reform effort for the differentiation of
Saudi Arabia's state revenue sources amidst
the prolonged low oil prices that have caused
a large fiscal deficit to the country.
At the same time, the state-owned Saudi
Arabian Airlines Group and the low-cost
air carrier of Flyadeal are to be privatized.
According to Arab News, the privatization
of the two companies is expected to be
completed in 2022, with the possibility
of the two companies being listed on the
stock exchange until then.

Libya appears anew on the world
trade map
OCTOBER 6, 2017

The trade port of Benghazi in Libya opened
after 3 years of being closed due to the turbulent situation in eastern Libya.

ON THE SEAFRONT

ECSA asks the EU to invest
in mobility
OCTOBER 8, 2017

As noted in a statement by the Danish
Shipowners' Association, mobility is a prerequisite for creating new jobs in Europe.
Today 20 million people are working in
the transport sector across Europe, which
means that one in ten Europeans makes
his living from the transport sector. Consequently, as noted in the statement by
the Association, mobility and transport
are of great importance to the European
economy.

The same view shared by 30 European organizations, including ECSA, CLIA
EUROPE, and ESPO, calling on the EU to
increase investment in transport, utilizing
the framework of the "Connecting Europe
Facility (CEF) - Transport Sector".
The Connecting Europe Facility is a key
funding instrument of the EU that was
developed especially in order to drive
investment in European transport, energy
and digital infrastructure.
As Eirini Tsakona, Policy Advisor in ECSA’s
Shipping and Trade policy team, notes
"European citizens and customers demand
safe, reliable, efficient, green, multimodal
and intelligent mobility. They also rely on
a better interconnection between nodes
and means of transport. This requires
increased funding for the CEF mechanism". For ECSA, this is a top-priority
objective, and therefore the cooperation
with all transport agencies and bodies in
the EU is essential.
A good example of what the good use of
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
can do is reported by the Danish Shipowners' Association.
The largest international ferry that will
operate on the line between Denmark
(Elsinor) and Sweden (Helsingborg) before
the end of the year, was supported by the

CEF with almost EUR 13 million euro and
it will provide improved communication
services for thousands of residents in
both regions.

Maritime sector discusses new
trade and customs papers with
parliamentary Brexit select
committee chair
OCTOBER 11, 2017

Maritime UK members met with Hilary
Benn MP, chair of the parliamentary exiting the European Union Committee on
11th October, 2017. The meeting followed
government’s publication of its papers on
customs and trade on 9th October 2017.
The maritime sector is responsible for
enabling 95% of the UK’s global trade, supports just under 1 million jobs and contributes around £40bn to the UK GDP.
Members representing the British Ports
Association, UK Chamber of Shipping, Baltic Exchange and Solent LEP joined David
Dingle CBE, Chairman of Maritime UK.
David Dingle said: «Today’s discussions
with Hilary Benn were useful – both in
terms of understanding Parliament’s role
in the Brexit process, and in ensuring his
awareness of the maritime sector’s priorities.»
On the two new papers, he said: «Whilst
it’s welcome and prudent that the government is actively preparing for a no-deal
scenario, we want to see maximum effort
being dedicated to achieving a successful
deal. A successful deal preserves as many
of the current benefits of the customs
union as possible. The fact that no-deal
is now being spoken about so readily is
a reflection of the slow progress being
made in the negotiations. We recognise
that whether there is a deal or not will
ultimately depend upon a political decision taken by both sides. Failure to secure
a deal will not only see delays and disruption at ports like Dover, Holyhead and
Portsmouth, but also in the EU at ports
like Zeebrugge, Calais and Dublin».
Of the two options outlined in the 'Future
Customs Arrangement' paper of 15th
August, the maritime sector favours a new
and unique Customs agreement between
the UK and EU.

www.spir.to

At the moment, no exports shall be carried
out from the port, but petroleum products,
gas and general cargo will be imported.The
country's prime minister, Abdullah al-Thinni, in a strategic decision to mark the
opening of the port of Benghazi boarded a
tanker that left the port of Tobruk on the
east coast of Libya. With this initiative, the
prime minister of the country wanted to
point out that the port of Benghazi is now
safe to serve all ships, mainly tankers.
It should be noted that due to the political and social upheavals in Libya, apart from
the port of Benghazi, the city airport was
also closed from 2014 until mid-July 2017.

141-143 Vouliagmenis Avenue
Voula, Athens, 16673, Greece
Phone: +302108907500
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nian experts and technicians in various
sectors have noted that in recent years,
much progress has been made in the
construction of a wide range of domestic equipment in Iran, making the country
self-sufficient in many areas.

Passenger ships are a breath
of life for German shipyards

INTERNATIONAL
WATERS
News from the seas
of the world
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Shipbuilding, the next
big step for Iran
The Iranian Offshore Oil Company
(IOOC), in cooperation with Iran's Arvandan Shipbuilding Company, are planning to
cooperate in building utility vessels for oil
platforms for the first time, according to
the Tasnim News Agency.
IOOC's Managing Director, Hossein Qorbani, stated that since the state-owned oil
company is engaged in most of Iran's oil
platforms, it is necessary to build private
owned utility vessels and not charter vessels from third country companies. This
will strengthen the independence of the
company and the country's economy.
As the Tasnim News Agency reports, Ira-

German shipyards have now shifted their
interest from sea-going ships to passenger
ships and more concretely to the shipbuilding of ferries, pleasure yachts, other
special purpose vessels and, of course,
cruise ships. The expertise that German
shipyards strove to and succeed in achieving in specific and demanding markets is
what opened the doors for them in times
of great crisis and resulted in their recording a large number of new orders in 2016,
acquiring a worldwide share of almost 18%
in terms of order value.
These data are collected through the
recent survey conducted by the German
Shipbuilding and Marine Technology Association (VSM). Research shows that specialization in specific markets and types of
ships and investing in new technologies is
what gave the comparative advantage to
German shipyards in a very competitive
international environment.
While in 2011 the value of German shipyards' exports reached 1.8 billion euro and
the value of backlog of orders received
was 8.4 billion euro, in 2016 the value of
exports reached 3.6 billion, and the value
of backlog of orders reached 18.5 billion.
The survey shows that if German shipyards wish to preserve their success, they
should continue to invest in innovation
and deliver high quality services and products. Furthermore, it is essential to enter
dynamically into the digital age.
German shipyards pave the way for the
European shipbuilding industry to follow,
if it wishes to become viable and competitive in the medium and long term.

Malta the largest
ship register in the EU
It seems that the Maltese register is
attracting the interest of shipowners

for the registration of their ships at an
increasing rate in recent years.
According to Malta's Transport Minister, Ian Borg, over the past five years, the
country's national register has seen a 63%
increase in new ship registrations.
It has been estimated that by the end of
August 2017, 8,000 vessels with a total capacity of 74 million gt, are registered in Malta,
making the country's register the largest in
the EU and the sixth largest globally. Mr. Borg
said that the increase recorded in the Maltese
register is due to the number of superyachts
flying the flag of the country, which in the last
five years has increased by 97%.

Good news for the exports
of South Korea
The country's exports rose significantly
for the tenth consecutive month, according to the Bank of Korea. More specifically,
in August, exports showed an increase of
8.5% compared to August 2016. The country's increased exports are due to the continued demand for cars from other countries. Last August, South Korea's exports
of electrical and electronic equipment
recorded an increase of 6.6% compared to
August two years ago, while the increase
in semiconductor exports reached 20.2%.
The volume of transport equipment
exports increased by 15% while passenger
car exports grew by 26%.
With regard to the country's imports
last August, they saw a two-digit number
increase in general machinery and petroleum products. The total imports of the
country in August reached an increase of
8.8% compared to August 2016.

Exports of "European" oil
to Latin America have tripled
Europe is set to record a diesel oil export
record in September 2017 as oil buyers
from Latin America are trying to regain
their reserves after the devastating Hurricane Harvey, which recently hit the US
oil industry.
In September 2017 it was expected that
Europe would import 2 million tons of oil
from the Gulf of Mexico, but because of the
hurricane deliveries were cut short. A mini-

mum of 600,000 tones of diesel oil is expected to be exported from Europe to Brazil and
Argentina, according to data gathered.
After hurricane Harvey the volume of
petroleum products exports from Europe
to Latin America are estimated to have
tripled because they are more economical
than exports from the Gulf of Mexico.
Furthermore, the fall in Russian oil
imports in September 2017, combined
with reduced oil imports from the Gulf of
Mexico, will lead to a decline in Europe's
oil reserves by around 2 million tones.

Strong concern
over security on ships
The International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI), through a press release,
expresses its concerns about the suitability of fire extinguishing systems on container ships. In particular, the Union is worried
about the increasing number of containerships and fire incidents on container ships
in recent years, incidents which it believes
cannot be adequately addressed by the

current international provisions.
Relevant incidents occurred on the "CCNI
Arauco" ship of 9,000 TEUs capacity in
September 2016, on the Hanjin Pennsylvania of 4,000 TEUs capacity in November
2002, where two seafarers lost their lives,
and on MSC Flaminia, with a capacity of
6,732 TEUs, in July 2012 when three seafarers lost their lives.
In spite of the Chapter II-2/10 of the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) amendment
in 2014 by MSC 92, the IUMI Political
Forum, Mrs. Helle Hammer has stated,
the current SOLAS provisions are insufficient to protect modern containerships
from incidents of fire.
This is why IUMI supports as a best practice a proposal submitted by the German
insurance corporation GDV, which proposes a more technical solution for firefighting facilities on containerships.
GDV proposes to create individual fire
compartments under the deck to prevent
the spread of fire and the installation of
enhanced fire detection systems.

INTERNATIONAL WATERS

16 new ships will cruise
the seas in 2018

Ice in the arctic is melting
at a worrying pace

Next year cruises will be in a strong development phase, with 16 new cruise ships
beginning their cruises to all the popular
global destinations in the Caribbean, the
Mediterranean Sea, Northern Europe
and Asia. The steadily increasing number
of people who choose a cruise for their
vacation a need for building new ships
has been identified. This point was also
stressed during the Seatrade Europe conference, which took place in Hamburg a
few weeks ago.
The positive course of cruises worldwide
was discussed at the conference and the
first decisive step towards a "green" era
shall be made in the 2018, with the delivery
to the companies of the first cruise ships
to run exclusively on liquefied natural gas.
"AIDAnova" shall be the first cruise ship
to be running completed on LNG and it
shall have 2,500 cabins, 17 restaurants and
23 bars. It is expected to start its cruises
in December 2018.
However, companies are also investing in
vessels specially designed for exploration
and luxury cruises as their target audience
are people who are leaning towards smaller
cruise ships, less crowded, with larger, more
luxurious and more personal amenities.
Such examples include the world's largest
sailing cruise ship, the "Flying Clipper" built
in the Korean Bodo Split shipyards, as well
as the "Le Lapérouse" and "Le Champlain"
cruise ships and the "National Geographic
Explorer", aimed at an audience wishing to
explore the world's most remote seas and
even the Northeast Passage.
In 2018, however, a new record shall be
broken with the completion of the shipbuilding of the "Symphony of the Seas".
The latter, having 28 more cabins than
its brother "Harmony of the Seas" and
the capacity to accommodate more than
6,300 passengers, will be the next cruise
giant and the world's largest cruise ship.

Last August, the 300-meter-long Russian
tanker "Christophe de Margerie" was
the first ship to cross the Arctic Ocean
without the help of an icebreaker, carrying LNG from Norway to South Korea in
just 19 days. Researchers at the University of Bremen estimate that a significant
increase in the number of ships crossing
the Northwest Passage will be expected
over the next few years, as the journey
from Europe to Asia will now be done in
just 14 days instead of 24.
A new era for shipping is dawning but at
the same time the issue of the impact on
the environment from the rapid melting
of the Arctic ice is brought to the surface.
This is at least what the German Environmental Protection Association stresses.
According to official data, last March the
surface covered by the Arctic ice was the
lowest to ever be recorded. According to
the research of the Albert-Wegener Institute (AWI) and the universities of Bremen
and Hamburg, the surface of ice is now
covering an area of only 4.7 million square
kilometers. This is the lowest surface covered by sea ice to be recorded in the last
11 years at least, says Marcel Nicolaus, a
naval physicist and marine expert at the
Albert-Wegener Institute.
Until 2000 sea ice usually covered an area
of at
 least 6-7 million sq. km. in September.
Professor Lars Kaleschke of the University
of Hamburg noted that it is clearly natural
factors that affect ice formation but there
is a clear long-term tendency towards a
reduction of the sea ice extent.
German researchers and environmental organizations are calling on IMO to
take the initiative to protect the Arctic.
Researchers' fear is focused on the fact
that ships use heavy fuel oil, which leads
to the release of carbon black. Carbon
black combined with carbon dioxide, are
proven to be the main "climate destroyers". In particular, carbon black is deposited on the Arctic ice, accelerating the
melting of ice. The German Environmental
Protection Association believes that the
answer lies in the use of cleaner fuels and
the mandatory use of exhaust technology,
calling on IMO to ban the use of heavy fuel
oil in the Arctic Ocean.
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Sea. The visionary project of the Throne
will change the map in Red Sea while it
will develop nautical tourism and the island
economy in an area that has been ignored
economically, commercially and socially by
all the players in the region up until recently.
A Royal Court spokesman in Riyadh reported that the British investor is interested in
exploiting projects at a 30,000 square kilometers area, that includes 50 islands, beaches
and other attractions in the Red Sea area.
The entrepreneur revealed his intentions
and experiences during his recent visit to
the Kingdom through a blog post on September 29th. "While exploring this Red
Sea Project closely, I was amazed at how
pristine the landscape is. It is perhaps one
of the last wonders of the Oceans in the
world" he said.
Richard Branson has invested in many corners of the globe, loves marine tourism
and investing in islands. He has made large
investments in the Caribbean for decades,
and his ambitious project in in the Greek
island of Hydra in the Saronic Gulf was not
carried out due to the unwillingness and
reluctance of the local officials, ministers
of the PASOK party that governed at that
time, but also due to part of the Press.
The plan to develop a polynesia in the Red
Sea and the Saudi Arabian coast is according to all observers the largest and most
important Nautical Tourism Project on
the planet today.

The United Arab Emirates shift to
nuclear energy
Is Richard Branson the first
investor in Saudi Arabia's
polynesia?

British billionaire Sir Richard Branson,
founder of the Virgin Group, is the first
international investor to publicly express
his interest in investing and co-operating in
the ambitious project of the Kingdom to
develop a Saudi Arabian polynesia in Red

20

The first nuclear reactor to be built in the
United Arab Emirates in 2018 in Abu Dhabi will be the largest single nuclear power
plant in the world with a total electricity
generation capacity of 5,600 MW, with
four 1,400 MW reactors each.
According to the gulf business news agency,
the completion rate of the plant's first reactor is already at 96% and is expected to be
operational next year, as soon as Nawah,
a joint venture between ENEC (Emirates
Nuclear Energy Company) and KEPCO
(Korea Electric Power Corporation) acquires
the required license to manage the plant.
The completion rates of the second and
third reactors are 86% and 76% respectively, while 54% of the fourth reactor has
already been built.

The nuclear power produced by the plant
is expected to contribute around 25% of
the energy mix produced in the United
Arab Emirates by 2021 when all four reactors will have been completed.
In 2050, nuclear power, together with solar
power, is expected to account for about
50% of the total energy produced as the
US Energy Minister Suhail al-Mazroui stated, adding that the increase in electricity
demand in the UAE ranges between 6 and
8% per year.
Nuclear fuels for the reactors will come
from South Korea as well Russia, France, the
United States and certain other countries.

The Panama Canal breaks one
record after the other
A few days ago, the expanded Panama Canal, which has been in operation
since June 2016, set a new record when
it welcomed the two-thousandth Neo
Panamax. This is an important event as it
demonstrates the ever-growing importance of the Canal in maritime trade and
the confidence the international shipping industry shows to the safe, reliable
and efficient services the Panama Canal
Authority provides.
The container ship "COSCO Yantian" was
the two thousandth ship which entered
the canal from the Pacific side, on the way
to the Caribbean. The ship has a length
of 351 meters and a width of 43 meters,
while it has a total carrying capacity of
9,504 TEUs.
The expanded Panama Canal has welcomed enormous ships during the first
15 months of its operation, not only containerships, but also LPG and LNG carriers. More specifically, of all ships that have
crossed the canal, 54% are container vessels, 29.2% LPG ships and 8.6% LNG ships.
However, the Canal has also welcomed a
large number of bulk carriers, tankers, car
carriers and cruise ships, representing the
remaining 8.2%.
The new Canal is emerging as a favorite
cruise destination. For the new 2017-2018
cruise season, which was launched on
October 2, the Panama Canal Authority
expects to receive more than 230 cruise
ships, the largest of which will be the "Norwegian Bliss", currently under construction,
which will carry 4,200 passengers.

A DISCUSSION WITH COMMISSIONER BULC

It is a time when
many decisions
have to be made
The European Commissioner for
Transport Violeta Bulc, talks to
Ilias Bissias.
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During the Cyprus Maritime Convention and Exhibition, held in Limassol last
October, I had the opportunity to meet
and discuss recent developments with the
EU Commissioner for Transport Violeta
Bulc. During a 45-minute meeting in an
informal atmosphere, the Commissioner
managed to lay out her policy priorities
in Brussels and explain her aspirations for
the future of the shipping industry and the
EU in general. “It is a time when many
decisions have to be made. I will meet
many stakeholders to see the level of their
ambitions about the future and to reach
global agreements in areas such as decarbonization but also digitalization”, was her
initial phrase when she met a small group
of journalists.
These two policy areas -decarbonization
and digitalization- are part of an overall
European strategy as she explained: “We
believe that through decarbonization and
digitalization we could get some concrete results that will benefit not only
logistic systems but also people and societies and especially the maritime eco-

system overall. The maritime ecosystem
is not only about ships and shipowners”.
The EU, as she elaborated, decided to
propose new pathways in all transport
modes, which have a greener outlook.
“We work together with the stakeholders and the industry. The regulators and
the industry cannot work apart - they
should work together in order to ensure
the latter’s further development. These
are very important topics and I know
that it is important to meet people and
discuss these issues face to face. I want
to know what is really holding them back
and does not allow them to be more
ambitious” Ms Bulc stated emphatically. Most participants in the discussion
agreed that costs are holding industry
leaders from being too ambitious, but she
replied: “Decarbonization technology is
not only about cost, it is about efficiency.
I am inviting all stakeholders to recognize
and reconsider how we are reorganizing
ourselves. That we have to have proper
measures and benchmarks in order to
see if we are making any progress”.

The Commissioner acknowledged that
shipping, like aviation, is an international
industry that needs international regulations and at this point she insisted and
emphasized: “that is why my team and I
are putting so much effort into negotiating with the IMO countries. I really don’t
want European or regional solutions.
But if we are not ambitious enough, the
European Parliament will insist on the EU
taking the lead. Big results and decisions
must be reached by 2023”. The Commissioner stated that she is happy that public consultations on a new MRV proposal
are progressing smoothly, and they will be
completed by December 2017. “We now
need very clear decisions on how we are
going to proceed with the reduction of
emissions”. Ms Bulc however insisted that
we, as Europeans and as an industry, are
lacking in commitment and have not as yet
decided on clear and binding benchmarks
and market based measures.“I believe that
we need a systemic approach if we want
to achieve results. Sometimes, even to
me, all of this sounds so bureaucratic and
administrative but if we do not act, climate
threats are going to develop into really
serious challenges. Wherever you look
you can understand that climate change is
affecting us. Who could be blind? We need
to do more and better” was her reply to
a question on what the Commission is
proposing on climate change and emission
measurement. Ms Bulc also emphasized
that the EU has funded so many projects
that could be adopted by the industry:
“I insist that we should start using our
R and D and R and I solutions, why have
we invested so much money, if we are not
going to deploy them? The EU has funded
so many projects - start using them” was
her exhortation to the shipping industry.
The Commissioner also gave her view
on the unique character of the maritime
industry: “Shipping is a traditional business. For hundreds of years shipowners
have managed their business well. They
are the backbone of world trade, but I am
not sure if they seize the opportunities
ahead. If Europeans want to be competitive, they should look at what is happening in the other industries, e.g. the car
industry. In China, when they started to
examine the results of their research on
green cars, they announced very ambitious

I really don’t want European
or regional solutions. But if we
are not ambitious enough, the
European Parliament will insist
on the EU taking the lead.

targets. They are going to do the same in
relation to the shipping industry. So, are
you going to be a follower or a creator?
I want to create the future, Europe has
always created the future. Here we need
to find a good balance and I am encouraged by this readiness to talk and have a
dialogue. A readiness to state an opinion.
We can finally start engaging. The shipping
industry is huge so I can hope that we will
find solutions and common ground” was
her reaction on how she views the contemporary maritime arena.
Answering another question on whether
she accepts that shipping contributes less
than the other industries to the emissions balance, she answered clearly that
all modes of transport need to deliver.
Ms Bulc explained that by next April the
Commission has to have a concrete proposal on decarbonization coming from the
IMO. “We are not proposing something
extraordinary and we are open to discussing the approach. I am focusing on how
the IMO will find a common initial deal;
if it does not, regional measurements will
follow. Nine northern European countries
have proposed very ambitious targets
and they could become benchmarks” she
confessed. She also explained that the EP
might be influenced by those targets.
In answering whether the Commission
is optimistic with regards to a common
and practical global solution that can be
reached in the IMO, she explained that

within the EU every decision is made
in a particular context. She also pointed out that this year is a maritime year
as she promised when she took over
as Commissioner. “I met all stakeholders in workshop discussions and I hope
we proved that we need to move as an
ecosystem. The future is in joint understanding of challenges and finding how
to move forward. At least this is how I
work, I don’t know any other way. There
is no hidden agenda here. Seriously.” she
remarked and concluded: “I want to have
a global deal. Full stop.” Much of her optimism lies in the approach also taken by
the IMO Secretary General. “I am glad
that we have the same goals in order to
find a global solution” she admitted.
And what lies ahead for shipping? The
Commissioner explained that “We are
trying to shape the future of shipping.
There are many different angles that we
are addressing. One is cleaner vessels. The
other is better organization such as an EU
single window or e-documents. Cleaner
vessels, better organization and alternative fuels are key strategic visions. In the
EU we aim at reducing our dependency on
energy that we cannot produce and which
is bad for the climate. We have to see the
big picture”.
Answering a question on how a young
entrepreneur should evolve in the turbulent era the Commissioner replied:” You
should closely follow the developments of
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A DISCUSSION WITH COMMISSIONER BULC

It is a constant
battle for ships
in the EU, we
try to increase
the number of
ships and that is
our goal.

Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission, with EU Commissioner Violeta Bulc

the market. A few years ago, the unmanned
vessel was a joke and now we are testing it.
I cannot protect people from the market
but I can help them find ways and means
to readapt”. The Commissioner added
that “Digitalization and globalization have
brought a complete new business model
and perspective. No industry is immune.
Shipping is not an exception; the question
is how painful the transition will be. We
cannot bypass the results of digitalization,
for example block chain technology”, yet
she repeatedly emphasized that she was
shocked by the bureaucracy of shipping,
the certificates needed aboard and the
lack of digitalization. “New digital solutions are important” she insisted.
In relation to another question as to how
the younger generations should look at
their future, the Commissioner explained:
“Kids need to know the possibilities for
future development. The future of European jobs is in services”. Education will
thus be a lifelong learning process, she
explained, and hence Europe has to establish better systems for continuous education. “You cannot stop learning at 40.
You simply cannot. Because you are going
to be working for a least 20 or 30 more
years and you have to allow yourself to
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be reeducated. Shipowners here have to
play a decisive role. Up till now they have
shown that they invest a lot in schools
and continuous education programs for
their personnel” she added. For Ms Bulc
the new areas of interest for the younger
generation should be as she categorized
them: Services, digitalization, new emerging business models and understanding
how the shipping industry will fit in these
new models, understanding globalization
and logistic networks, technology and
social modelling.
In respect to the much-discussed taxation
of shipping, Ms Bulc stated that the tonnage tax system will be allowed but only
for shipping and not for general business
activities, not for hotels, for example, as
she explained. Ms Bulc’s answer was clear
and categorical: “The tonnage tax should
only apply to shipping business, not ship
owners’ businesses.Tonnage tax is accepted as it is in Europe, we don’t foresee any
changes but only when it is applied for
shipping business, not shipowners’ business, I am very clear on that”. She also
acknowledged that DG MOVE is providing Commissioner Vestager with technical
support but did not want to comment
on the ongoing discussions between DG

Competition and the Greek authorities.
Are you worried that the European shipping industry might lose its competitive
advantage, we ask the Commissioner, and
she answers “It is a constant battle for ships
in the EU, we try to increase the number of
ships and that is our goal, that is why we
are doing a lot to create competitive conditions in Europe. For example, we are in
the process of readapting and streamlining
11 pieces of EU legislation around the Maritime Year alone, to better meet the needs
of the industry. Are we quick enough? Never! Innovation cycles are always faster in
the sense of technology and business models. But we are trying our best”.
In her closing comment about her thoughts
on what the discussions on the future of
decarbonization in shipping might look
like, she replied: “We have to convince the
EP that we are doing enough. It is hard to
predict the outcome. I am confident that
we can reach an agreement at the IMO. I
would not have entered the discussions if
I weren’t. I cannot speculate on the outcome but I do believe that the aviation and
shipping industries need global solutions”
and at this point she gave a rather poetic
twist to the discussion: “It is about dreaming in what world we want to live in. That
is why I am visiting the school (in Limassol)
tomorrow to see how young people envision the future of shipping as part of the
Cypriot 'Adopt a Ship' programme”.

Μην κοιτάς
το μέλλον σου
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INTERCARGO
meets in Athens
What lies ahead for the dry bulk
sector?
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INTERCARGO held a two-day event in
Athens that drew the attention of the
international shipping community. The
Naftika Chronika team was there to
report on the current challenges in the
dry bulk industry as addressed by the
members of the Association. Every six
months INTERCARGO members meet
either in Europe or Asia. In Europe meetings usually take place in Athens or London, where the Technical Committee, the
Executive Committee and the Annual
General Meeting take strategic decisions
about the Members’ aspirations and goals
regarding this industry’s sector.
The Athens events were very well attended and as the Chairman of the Association
John Platsidakis stated: “We are pleased
to say that the Association is performing
extremely well. In January 2017 the number of entered ships was 1,023, at the end
of September 2017 we had 1,510 entered
ships. This is an almost 50% increase of
entered ships, and it is the highest number
ever”. The number of member companies
has also increased from 77 to 102 and the

number of associates is 64. INTERCARGO also has a number of pending applications to be processed and approved (60+
vessels). Despite its small number of staff
(4 people), it is evident that the Secretariat of the Association is very productive
and efficient. “I think we are producing
very valuable work for our members and
this is the main reason and justification
for our ever-increasing number of Members. People and companies come along
on their own to join the Association as
Members. It means that there is value
attached to the work we produce,”John
Platsidakis added during a recent press
meeting. Dimitris Fafalios, Chairman of the
Technical Committee, also confirmed that
INTERCARGO members control more
than 20% of bulk carriers in numbers of
dwt internationally.
John Platsidakis was open and direct in the
press briefing. As he described, there had
been a very interesting discussion in Athens on a number of issues. As an association, INTERCARGO does not address all
issues affecting the shipping industry but

Vice-Chairman
Capt. Jay Pillai,
Pacific Basin Shipping (HK) Ltd.

tries to focus most of its attention, time and
effort on topics related specifically to the
dry bulk carrier sector. “We did discuss the
BWM Convention.The impression has been
given that the Convention entry into force
means an end, but this is only the beginning.
We are certain that the operational and
implementational problems the industry will
encounter have not been given the appropriate attention. We are very supportive
of the Convention, but we are concerned
about how the implementation problems
will be addressed. Nevertheless, we are here,
and we will monitor the various problems
that will develop. We will present any problems to the IMO in order to reach practical
solutions” J. Platsidakis explained about the
much anticipated BWM Convention.
Regarding the Air Emissions issue the
Presidency of INTERCARGO reaffirmed
that this is a new issue that will keep us
busy for the years to come. “The IMO and
the EU have their own timetable on this
issue, but we would like to tell the public
that we are here to adopt, install and buy
anything that will render our fleet energy
efficient. The reason is that we operate
globally in a highly competitive environment and we do not have an option. If the
manufacturers and the shipyards are able
to produce better equipment to address
the gas emissions issue, we will be very
happy to go along. The problem is that we
do not manufacture engines, we do not
build ships ourselves, we are the end users
of the product and at the same time we

Technical Committee Chairman
Mr. Dimitrios Fafalios,
Fafalios Shipping S.A.

give this product, the ship, to the charterer and it is the charterer who dictates the
usage of the asset (i.e. where the vessel
has to go, as well as the speed and the
consumption of the vessel and consequently the vessel’s production of Co2).
We are addressing this issue with the
Round Table and we want the public to
understand how this industry operates”,
J. Platsidakis added regarding the decarbonization issue.
Regarding the topic of reception facilities,
John Platsidakis stated that the IMO had
approved the installation of port reception facilities for hazardous material but
regrettably the ports have not cooperated. “This is a policy we intend to monitor
very closely and we will ask the IMO to

Secretary General
Dr. Kostas Gkonis

review how this legislation can be implemented. We do want the ports to have
reception facilities. We cannot be blamed
for the lack of these facilities, it is the
States that have to provide them in a
practical way” he added.
Port State Control transparency is also
an issue of concern. INTERCARGO has
asked all MoUs to establish self-assessment mechanism and schemes. “We have
written to all Secretariats, but they have
not come along in this respect; if they are
performing in an excellent manner- and
of course some of them are - then these
self-assessment mechanisms will reconfirm this fact. We do not, however, blame
them for not responding, it is a new concept and new concepts from the outside

We operate globally in a highly
competitive environment and
we do not have an option. If the
manufacturers and the shipyards are
able to produce better equipment
to address the gas emissions issue,
we will be very happy to go along.
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are not usually welcomed. This is an issue
that we have to pursue with the assistance
of the Press in order to make the public
aware that there is something missing. For
those doing a good job there is nothing
to fear, on the contrary,” Platsidakis added.
Regarding the low Sulphur regulation, the
Panel admitted that this is a new reality
but everyone’s major concern is the availability of low Sulphur fuel for vessel consumption by refineries around the globe in
the very near future.
Regarding accident reports the Chairman
stated that although shipping operates
is a very safe industry, occasionally there
are incidents and accidents that need
to be investigated not only in depth but
also in a quick and efficient manner. The
INTERCARGO Chairman explained: “In
this respect, we have asked the IMO and
more specifically the Flag States to provide
an in-depth analysis of all accidents and to
produce them on time, not after two years.
It is very important for all of us to find out
the reasons accidents happen, the same
way it is done in the aviation industry. We
ask the IMO to monitor the performance
of Flag States and to pressure them to perform without delays”.
Mr. Fafalios added that in major sea routes,
such as in the South Atlantic, the industry
is concerned about the search and rescue
facilities available for vessels and crews.
“The only search and rescue facilities were
other vessels” Fafalios explained commenting on the recent MV Stellar Daisy disaster. This is of concern to us. “Some of the
islands in the Atlantic such as Santa Helena have created airports, but other islands
should also be encouraged to develop S
and R facilities” the Chairman of the Technical Committee pointed out.
Regarding the recent statements made
by EU Commissioner Violeta Bulc in relation to her quest for open dialogue with
the industry, Mr. Platsidakis said that the
Commissioner is a charming person.
“The Commissioner has been told that
she should not have any concerns about
the shipping industry as we do not have
an option; we are obliged by the fierce
international competition to make progress and be the best. We cannot afford
to be marginal operators in the environment we operate. In certain places that
might be the case, but we as members of
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We have a problem explaining
to many European regulators
the particularities of the tramp
industry as most northern European
countries do not have such an
industry, they are focused mainly on
short sea or liner shipping.
INTERCARGO do not have an option.
We want quality, we fight for quality and
if a new system is practical and available,
we will be the first to adopt it” he stated responding to a question. Mr. Platsidakis was honest regarding the difficulties
the industry is having when approaching
European regulators: “We have a problem
explaining to many European regulators
the particularities of the tramp industry
as most northern European countries
do not have such an industry, they are
focused mainly on short sea or liner shipping.” He was optimistic, however: “I firmly
believe that European regulators do not
have bad intentions, just different priorities. What we say is very easy and we use
the example of car rental companies.Who
produces Co2 in this case? The car rental
company or the one who rents the car?”.
Regarding the ongoing debate on decarbonization and what share of the cost
and burden the shipping industry should
accept Mr. Platsidakis stated: “We do not
have a problem with the concept, our
problem is who will pay the bill. We have
to identify who is the actual producer of
Co2. Let us find out who really produces
gas emissions” he concluded, implying that
the charterers should be brought into the
picture as they are the ones dictating the
trading patterns (i.e. routes and speed) of
the vessels.
Dimitris Fafalios also added that dialogue
is always useful as long as it is a two-way
dialogue: “There have been many cases in
history where someone has encouraged
dialogue just to say that they have encouraged dialogue. Europe needs commodi-

ties. And the standard of living in Europe
depends to a large extent on receiving
bulk commodities by sea as all other
transport modes are miniscule compared
to shipping. It seems obscure that we are
bunched and grouped together with other modes of transport,” he explained. Mr
Fafalios warned that it is very difficult to
provide a single regulation that covers all
types of services from a coastal, liner type
of service to a tramp service. “Our regulatory bodies have reached their limits.
A bulk carrier operating in tramp shipping
cannot be regulated in the same way as a
cargo ship operating in, let’s say, the Baltic”
he concluded.
Regarding INTERCARGO’s high numbers
of new members, Mr. Platsidakis was asked
whether anyone can afford to be an outsider in the shipping industry, especially
today: “There are far too many regulations and many of them are out of touch
with reality. Unless we are united with a
strong voice, we cannot be heard. For various reasons, we do not a have high public image as an industry, so we have to do
our best as a sector, and this can only be
accomplished if we have a strong membership” he pointed out and concluded that
“Today you cannot complain about what
is going on in the world and not be actively participating”.
Concluding Mr. Platsidakis stated that our
standard of living in Europe today is highly
dependent on tramp shipping. By transporting goods from the producing to the
receiving countries in a very cost effective and energy efficient way, we create
employment.
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We are competing with other maritime nations
that directly or indirectly subsidize or protect
their shipping industry
Philippe Louis-Dreyfus,
Chairman, Louis Dreyfus Armateurs S.A.S.
talks to Ilias Bissias

During a recent visit of a French
Shipping Delegation to Greece
Philippe Louis- Dreyfus, former
President of BIMCO and
Armateurs de France, addressed
a thought provoking key note
speech to an audience of Greek
shipping professionals. His views
on contemporary affairs and
challenges were the starting point
for an exclusive interview to
Naftika Chronika.

Mr Louis Dreyfus. It is the first time that
a French Maritime Delegation representing mainly the insurance market is
visiting Greece. Why did you persοnally
agree to participate in this event?
Ι was asked to participate by the organizers as I have been doing business in Greece
for many years, first as a banker-a long time
ago- and then as an entrepreneur. Today
I have many good friends in Greece so I
thought it would be a good idea to promote French shipping services and knowhow and to meet again a lot of people
I already know and also to get to know
some new ones.The event held last Tuesday
[Tuesday September 19, 2017] was interesting and fruitful as the organizers’ vision was
to bring Greece and France closer, especially business people.We are already close
but more initiatives can be supported and
new ones can be undertaken to bring the
two shipping communities even closer.
How do you view Greek and French
business and shipping relations?
I think business relations are good but
they could be developed further. There
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are similarities between our people and
we have common interests but there
are business opportunities that could
be further developed. Infrastructure and
defense are two industries where Greece
and France already collaborate. The banking sector is also an area where traditionally there has been a lot of cooperation.
Unfortunately, most French banks that
have been very active are today cautious
about shipping and they recently haven’t
been willing to take high risks. With German banks withdrawing from shipping
maybe this is an area where French banks
and financial services may make a come
back. Timing is of essence!
What is the future of the traditional
European ship-owner and manager in
an era of growing protectionism in the
East and West?
In France a ship manager is also a ship-owner, but these days one could assume that
we are becoming less owners and more
managers of the vessels as we own our
fleet less and less; in general, more of them
are owned by banks and/or charterers.
Ship owning numbers in France have been

decreasing dramatically, both in numbers
of vessels and companies involved. Today
there are 100 ship-owning companies and
only less than 5 are of international standards. Less than ten are based in France and
own more than 10 ships, maintain international networks and settings and enjoy
a good reputation worldwide. This downward trend in numbers of course has to
do with competitiveness but it also has
to do with the fact that for many centuries France had colonies where shipping
companies mainly traded. Traditionally,
many companies, over time, had limited
their services to the protected business
environment and trade offered in those
particular settings. They thus benefited
for many decades from the advantages offered by the trade between France
and its colonies, especially those in Africa.
When the colonial supremacy of France
ended, those companies had to turn to
the open market where no aid or State
support was offered to them. For 170
years our Group had nothing to do with
the trade to the colonies so we knew
how the open market evolves and thus
we were always confronted with international competition. In the long run this
proved to be our strength. A lot of French
shipping companies - especially those that
were family owned - did not have this
strength so they collapsed before even ten
years had passed from the decolonization
of Africa. Today we are the only company
in the hands of the 6th generation.
Should strategic choices of family run
shipping companies be reevaluated in
the near future?
Today we are competing with other maritime nations that directly or indirectly
subsidize or protect their shipping industry. Especially nowadays, many nations in
the Far East, among them Japan, Korea
and Indonesia, are indirectly subsidizing,
supporting and promoting their industries. The USA has also been protecting
its shipping for many decades. It is therefore difficult to compete in this open zone
of Europe with countries that protect
their own industries. It will be difficult for
the European shipping firms in the near
future too. On the other hand - and I have
been saying this for a long time - maybe

It will be difficult
for the European
shipping firms in
the near future.
On the other
hand - and I have
been saying this
for a long time maybe our future
is not just in
transportation, at
least in the dry
bulk sector.

our future is not just in transportation,
at least in the dry bulk sector. The competition and competitiveness of Asian
countries make it too difficult for us.Their
running costs and social security costs
are much lower. On the other hand, I personally believe in high tech shipping and
we as a Group invest in this area. When I
joined my group 20 years ago, 95% of our
activity was in the dry bulk sector. Now
our involvement is one third. The other
sectors are logistics (especially in South
America and Asia) and high-tech shipping
such as cabling vessels, specialized transportation of equipment for Airbus etc.
Today we invest in logistics for windfarms
and in ships that maintain them. We have
recently won a contract in Denmark for
its windfarms where the competition was
fierce and hence we are heavily investing
in Green energy logistics. The high cost of
European Flags will lead us to high tech
shipping where the cost of services is not
that paramount for charterers. The quality
and continuity of services in these niche
markets are more important.

The European Commission is looking
into the different taxation regimes of
Southern European countries. How
do you react to this investigatory
approach of the Directorate General
for Competition to the legal regime
surrounding maritime taxation in specific EU States?

I have always
insisted that
bulkers over 20
years old should be
scrapped. I know
this is a provocative
approach but it is
good for safety and
the environment
and good for the
market.

Citizens and companies in most EU countries, not all however, pay their taxes. In
the shipping industry in Europe we have
the tonnage tax. The Commission, you are
right, is investigating those countries that
might be ‘twisting the rules’ for tonnage tax
and trying to squeeze in areas of business
and transactions that should not normally
be within the tonnage tax regime. Some
countries might have misinterpreted the
law and the Commission is investigating
into that. I hope we will all keep the tonnage tax as it is the best thing we have for
Shipping in Europe. It goes without saying
that this means that we are all going to pay
taxes when we are not profitable but at
least when the market is good we will not
be paying enormous amounts. This is the
best solution for shipping, and during my
presidency at ECSA we fought hard for this.
Are you suspicious towards the Commission?
Personally, I am not suspicious. It is the
Commission which is suspicious towards
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shipping. Because some countries have
twisted the regulation and have taken to
extremes what the tonnage tax regime
does or should allow. Nevertheless, most
of the Brussels functionaries do not know
much about our business and its complexities. They have to learn about the business and in order to do so they have to
trust the people in the particular industry. They are suspicious towards shipping
because the image of shipping worldwide
is not very good.You are the only country
in the world, Greece, where people like
shipping. Shipping was literally invented
in Greece, you are the biggest nation in
this industry. Even if Greek ship-owners
do not pay much in taxes, people in the
streets in general like shipping. This is not
the case elsewhere.
Why is that? Why isn’t shipping well
liked in Europe?
Perhaps because we do not do what we
should to change our image. We don’t
do enough to publicize our business and
sometimes we also do not set the best
example. People see owners as having a
yacht in St Tropez and they don’t see the
worries, the risks, the extensive expertise
required. Here in Greece, people live in
and with the Sea.This is also probably the
case in the Nordic countries too, where
the Viking tradition and the proximity to
the sea has led those nations to under-
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stand the benefits of shipping. Most of the
other nations have a neutral approach at
best, or they do not have a good image of
shipping. Many believe that we as owners
are polluters, robbers, pirates, exploiters.
Even if this is true for a small percentage of our industry, the rest of us are
also affected. Even the Press know very
little about shipping. Greece has many
specialized journalists for this specific
industry, whereas other countries’ Media
simply don’t have the expertise. When I
was President of Armateurs de France 15
years ago, I insisted that the Secretariat
should have a limited number of employees, but that one key employee should be
a high-level Media and Communications
Manager. We absolutely needed that.
Nevertheless, what is important today is
to not only maintain a good image, but
to be exemplary. And the Greek shipping industry as world leader should be
exemplary in the quality of its services.
Your responsibility to be exemplary as a
leader is therefore enormous. You have to
be exemplary in the safety of vessels, in
applying regulations and being proactive,
especially in environmental laws and policies. Some companies too, should not drag
their feet in this respect and should set an
example of high quality performance.
You have always been proactive in
how the ship owning community
should safeguard its interests.
In ECSA I insisted that we should always
be proactive and that we should lead the
way before a possible proposal or drafting of a legislation. I firmly believe that
we should always lead and not follow any
unnecessary or disruptive policy or legislation. If we had been more proactive in
the past, we wouldn’t have had stringent
rules imposed on us by Brussels. This was
our fault as shipowners, some countries
were really dragging their feet in this
respect. Regulations could have been
worse but they could also have been better, if we had gone to the legislators and
relevant authorities in the first place and
suggested specific ways forward to better explain that we are well aware -for
example- of the climate change issues
and the consequences of our actions.

Some colleagues, however, did not even
want to hear my suggestions for a more
proactive approach.
Dry bulk carrier sector. What are the
prospects?
For the larger sizes of vessels, business
will be more and more in the hands of
the exporters, e.g. the miners, and of users
e.g. utilities, steelmakers, etc. Some Asian
nations will further strengthen their role
in this respect. I am not optimistic about
European shipping in the sector of large
bulkcarriers. I am more optimistic though
about the medium size vessels in European
hands and we are increasing our fleet in the
small and medium size vessels in handysize
and handymax. In this respect, we created
the first B.Delta ship and we were also the
first to place orders for this type of vessel.
The market has been very bad for the
last 4 years, it has never been so bad for
so long as far as I can remember. This bad
situation was of course because owners ordered too many vessels but banks
and also especially investment funds are
responsible for thinking that shipping is
similar to the real estate industry. It is
not. It is a very cyclical business so we
are still paying for the overcapacity.
Also, I have always insisted that bulkers over
20 years old should be scrapped. I know this
is a provocative approach but it is good for
safety and the environment and good for
the market. When I was president of BIMCO, I started insisting that we should scrap
older vessels. But many of my colleagues in
Greece did not and still do not want to hear
about that. Same again, I was not followed
in my other proposal that speed restrictions should also be introduced. I was very
pleased that Petros Pappas in a public statement had the same approach recently and
we have been in contact regarding this matter and found out that we were in the same
line. This would be good for environment
and also for … the market.
Can European owners collaborate?
Europe is made up of different countries. It
was a continuous war zone for centuries. It
takes time to bring together different cultures and values. It would be easier to say

that the Nordic countries have a different
approach to that of the Southern States,
and France is somewhere in the middle.
In certain sectors, this does prove a reality, although not in all issues and sectors. In
some areas we see the German and Greek
approaches to be similar and totally contrary to the Danish. But we cannot generalize.
We have consensus or unanimity on few
issues but, in the end, we always try to find
a solution that is based on consensus. We
have different views and opinions on many
issues as we are an old continent with different cultures and ideas.
What are your views about Brexit?
For me, Brexit will not change the everyday
life of shipping in Europe as, in general, the
role of Britain in areas such as banking and
financial and insurance services has been
steadily shrinking over the last years. Only
ferry services might be affected, I suppose.
All in all, I do not expect any major changes
as London has not been the absolute trade
metropolis for quite some time.
Many owners in Europe are thinking
of changing or have already changed
their de facto or de jure headquarters and areas of business activities
because of tax reasons. How do you
react to that?

Sefine increased the capacity by purchasing new floating dock. The new dock can accommodate up to
180.000 DWT vessels. Together with the existing 100.000 DWT capacity of Graving Dock, Sefine Shipyard
is able to undertake the entire range of ship repair services up to 280.000 DWT.

Length (m)

I would not go to a country to do business purely for tax reasons and for the tax
advantages given. I would also not do a deal
just for tax reasons, I would do a deal for
its own advantages and merits. You go to a
country and you invest because you believe
in the future of that country.A country that
will be needing your expertise, your knowhow or your ability to bring added value.
I have never taken a business decision for
tax reasons. It is a perverted way of thinking. I have a very strong view on that.
I do not however want to give lessons.
Sometimes the best way to share your
experience is to be mild. I do have some
firm beliefs such as scrapping old vessels
and being proactive as ship-owners, especially in relation to new legislations, but I
always believe, especially in this period of
time, that everything should be put on the
table mildly and politely.

SFN DOCK 1
(Graving)
SFN DOCK 2
(Floating)

Width (m)

Size

Capacity

240
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Post Panama
x

100.000
DWT
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Aframax

180.000
DWT

The Gateway of Ship Repair to The World!

Sefine Denizcilik Tersanecilik Tur. San. Ve Tic. A.Ş.
Address: Hersek Mah. İpekyolu Cad. No:7 PO.Box
77700 Altinova / Yalova / Turkey
Telephone: +90 226 815 36 36
shiprepair@sefine.com.tr
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IN FOCUS

GREEK SHIPPING:
The fleet and the people behind it
Α commentary on Greek Shipping

By Michael Sarlis
Maritime Consultant

In the course of the past 5 years,
Greek Shipping has recorded an
annual growth rate of 7.1 %, the
second largest following PRC
(7.5%) and nearly double that of
the world average of 3.6 %.
The fleet now stands at 4,524
vessels (over 1,000 gt) of 342
million tons deadweight, a hefty
19.4 % of the world sea carrying
capacity. Agewise, the average of
the Greek controlled fleet is 11.3
years old, the second best among
the top 10 shipping nations and
3 years below the world’s fleet
average age.
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The Greek share on the tanker capacity
stands at 22.77 %, 22.01 % on bulkers and
10.56 % on containers.
The average size is 75,800 tons, nearly double that of the average world fleet (41,512).
Considering that a large number of merchant ships is engaged exclusively in domestic trades reserved for the national registry
vessels (PRC, USA, Russia, India, Indonesia,
Philippines etc.), it is estimated that ships of
Greek control are caring for over 21.56 %
of the world’s international sea transport.
At present the new building order book
for Greeks stands at 297 vessels of 30 million tons dwt following the Japanese with
411 ships of 34 million tons dwt.
Greek ocean-going ships are employed
exclusively in international trades not
involving Greece or trade to/from Greece.
This lack of reliance or attachment to the
home country’s trade is rather a competitive advantage adding to the extroversion
of Greek shipping.

It may seem a paradox that a nation of less
than 11 million population has developed
such a concentration in the international
service industry which is instrumental for
the development of globalisation for the
benefit of the 6.3 billion world population.
However, this not a paradox since similar
concentrations have been developed by
other nations in several fields.
As of Greek control are considered the
vessels managed by a company established
and operating in Greece, irrespectively
of the registration of the vessels. In fact,
79.5% on dwt of the Greek controlled
vessels are foreign registered (75.5 % of
the world total fleet).
International shipping activities are a
major contributor to Greek GDP, having
reached a total contribution of 7% (2012),
however, due to capital controls imposed
in mid-2017, shipping has now been overpassed by Tourism which ranks first in the
Services Balance receipts.

The Greek shipping cluster employs
approximately 165,000 people (3.5 % of the
country’s total employment) of which about
20,000 are seafarers and about 20,000 people are employed by the 800 ship management companies operating in Greece.
It is noteworthy that while the direct
impact of shipping on the GDP is substantial, indirect and induced impacts are well
below achievable levels, mainly due to poor
domestic policies on issues such as maritime education and employment, the welfare system, taxation, unattractive business
environment for related service sectors.
There is no stereotype for the Greek
shipowner. Family owned 100% or listed
in the stock exchange or joint ventures
or partnerships with funds. Shipowners
with a shipping heritage of over two centuries and newcomers to the profession.
Academic, seafaring or shipping executive
background. London Greeks and native
Greeks. Captains, engineers, naval archi-

tects, managers, entrepreneurs familiar
with the financial market idiosyncrasies.
A variety of personalities, backgrounds,
interests and aspirations sharing similar
determination.
Various theories and analyses have
attempted to decipher the secret behind
the so called Greek Shipping Miracle.There
is no such secret but rather a combination
of factors. A lack of opportunities and natural resources in the homeland have led
natives of poor islands to the maritime
profession. Before the upsurge of tourism
some 50 years ago, shipping was the only
business activity unaffected by the fierce
entanglement of the chronically obsolete
public administration. Sea orientation, individuality, prospect of unlimited horizons,
exiting challenges combined with speculation at the early stages, adventurism and
know- how, have been the main factors
behind the noteworthy steady and continuing growth of Greek Merchant Ship-

ping. Quality of ships and services have
progressed in tandem with the growth of
the tonnage controlled.
Mastering timing, which is essential in
shipping, requires to judge as accurately
as possible, when to buy, sell, order, charter. When to risk, and to what extent, and
when to be conservative.
Greek shipping has been and still is instrumental to World trade, providing safe, fast,
impartial and efficient maritime transport
services at reasonable costs. It is an asset
to all and may better stay so.

Source of statistical data: ISL merchant fleet
data bases; aggregates based on updates from
Clarkson Research Services Limited

The West may
pursue more
enthusiastically
the move to
renewable
energy but the
demand for oil
will increase in
Asia, Africa and
other emerging
economies of
the world.

Between Europe
and the Middle
East: What
are the key
concerns for the
Mediterranean
Shipping
Communities?
by Charis Pappas

Thought provoking discussions
and deliberations during
this year’s Maritime Cyprus
Conference in Limassol.
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Cyprus is continuously thriving to establish
itself as a competitive maritime power and
is reorganizing its maritime cluster following
the demands of the international maritime
community. With the organisation of “Maritime Cyprus 2017” last October, the co-organizers, the Ministry of Transport, Communications and Works of Cyprus, the Department of Merchant Shipping, the Cyprus
Shipping Chamber, and the Cyprus Union of
Shipowners managed to attract the international focus once again, in Limassol.
Since the 1970s the Shipping sector plays a
significant role in the economy of Cyprus,
as the development of a sustainable maritime cluster is one of the main concerns
and priorities of the Cypriot Government.
During his opening address at the Conference, the President of the Republic of
Cyprus, Nikos Anastasiades, referred to
the Cyprus shipping sector as the only sector in Cyprus whose size goes far beyond
the size of Cyprus as a country, recognizing that Cyprus shipping holds a privileged
position on the world’s shipping map.

As the Cypriot President said during
his opening speech “Cyprus has established itself as a respectful maritime flag
and as a base for international shipping
operations, offering a favourable regime
for foreign investors. Cyprus is one of
the fastest growing economies in the
European Union, whereas foreign direct
investment has significantly increased”.
During his speech, the Cypriot President
also announced the materialisation of the
Cyprus Government’s commitment to
appoint an independent Deputy Ministry
for Shipping.The new Deputy Ministry will
assume duties on 1st March 2018.
Right after the opening address, the first
panel followed on “Future Shipping Strategy: Regulators vs. Industry”. The debate
was moderated by the Minister of Transport, Communications and Works, Mr.
Marios Demetriades; the panel comprising
of Mr. Kitack Lim, Secretary General of the
International Maritime Organization, Ms.
Magda Kopczynska, Director of DG Move
of the European Commission, Mr. Esben

Poulsson, Chairman of the International
Chamber of Shipping and Mr. Niels Smedegaard, President of the European Community Shipowners’ Association. Views
were aired regarding the future challenges
for commercial shipping, with the importance of intensifying cooperation between
all players in the maritime sector, ensuring
a level playing field, and preparing today
the shipping of tomorrow.
All panellists agreed there is no question
of "regulators versus industry". There is a
long and successful history of regulators
and industry working together to achieve
common, shared objectives; objectives
which, if achieved, will have a beneficial and
positive effect not just on the industry but
far beyond. However, it was stressed that
the regulators need to be more proactive
and the speed of adapting to technological
developments should increase.
One of the main challenges identified as
of major concern for the shipping industry,
during the first panel, was the decarbonization of the maritime sector. Particular

reference was made to the ambitious
efforts made jointly by the regulators and
the shipping industry to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. Views were exchanged
on the discussions currently underway at
the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) regarding the development of a
global strategy that will set the percentage
by which the sector’s total carbon dioxide
emissions should decrease. It was mentioned that since shipping is a global issue,
the IMO remains the most appropriate
forum. Among the points raised was that,
in the future, shipping legislation should
be based on technology commercially
available to us and not on technology that
comes straight from the laboratory. An
environmentally sustainable industry also
needs to be economically sustainable. The
need for the development of alternative
fuels and new propulsion systems with the
aim to potentially achieve to a zero-carbon future was also expressed. The industry’s commitment to a low carbon future
was noted as well as its desire for an even
better approach to maritime legislation,

building upon the comprehensive global
framework already provided by the IMO.
Another challenge referred to was digitalization. It was noted that the automation
of shipping is already becoming a reality
and will accelerate in the years to come
with the advantage of enhancing navigational safety and making operations more
efficient. It was further noted that the
challenge of cybersecurity also needs to
be addressed today.
The second panel discussion that took
place was on “Tanker Owners; An Endangered Species?”. Mr. Themis Papadopoulos, President of the Cyprus Shipping
Chamber moderated the discussion with
fellow panellists Mr. Robert Burke, CEO
of Ridgebury Tankers, Mr. Rob McLeod,
Head of Risk Marketing of Hartree Partners Advisory Services UK Limited and
Mr. Kevin Oates, Managing Director of
Marine Money Asia Pte Ltd. The discussion focused on whether tanker owners
are facing an endangered future.
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The panellists analysed the fact that
although the demand for oil is changing due
to the shift to renewable sources of clean
energy, the need for transporting crude oil
and oil products on board tanker vessels
will not extinct and this is highly unrealistic,
at least not for the next 25 years which
is the life span of the tankers built. It was
mentioned that it is not possible that the
world will no longer need crude oil and
clean products or that oil will be able to
be transported from source to consumption without using tanker vessels.The West
may pursue more enthusiastically the shift
to renewable energy but the demand for
oil will increase in Asia, Africa and other
emerging economies of the world. As it
was characteristically stated by Mr. Burke
during the panel “the technology for electric cars may be a reality today, but neither
are the hubs to fuel the cars nor the technology to make those cars broadly available
to the markets”.
However, it was noted that routes and
trades may change dramatically going forward and the tanker fleet size may need
to be adjusted to fit changes in demand.
The importance of the environment protection was stressed but so was the need
to fulfil the basic economic needs in the
emerging economies of the developing
countries. The panellists concluded that
tanker owners are vulnerable but certainly do not constitute an endangered species. They noted that they anticipate an
improvement in the market. Maintaining
a balance between supply and demand is
essential for ensuring a bright future for
tanker owners.
The title of the day’s third and final panel
discussion was “What does the future hold
for Shipowners”. Mr. George Mouskas,
Member of the Executive Committee of
the Cyprus Union of Shipowners was the
moderator for this discussion with the
panel comprising of Mr. Andreas Hadjiyiannis, President of the Cyprus Union of
Shipowners, Mr. Panos Laskaridis, CEO of
Lavinia Corporation / Laskaridis Shipping
Co Ltd and Mr. George Procopiou, Chairman of Dynacom Tankers Management
Ltd. The panellists mentioned that the
market is improving and that the very bot-
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tom ship prices belong to the past. There
is a substantial increase in the dry cargo
ship rates and a slight increase in the rates
for containerships thus the future looks
promising. The supply and demand of bulk
carriers seem satisfactory. During the discussion, Mr. Prokopiou mentioned that
“the reason why the global economy is
growing at such a rapid pace is partly due
to the 3 continuous years of low energy
prices”. Mr. Prokopiou was also quite optimistic mentioning that “the energy prices
will remain at low levels, while the fundamentals of a sustainable dry cargo and
tankers market growth, do exist”.
Mr. Laskaridis was also optimistic stating
that “the world economy is growing; however, ship-owners should act prudently and
wisely when making newbuilding orders”.
During the panel, it was noted that the
preceding year was a record year for
scrapping of ships whereas the following
year will be a record year for lowest deliveries of new ships. The impact of the Chinese economy on the profitability of the
shipping industry was analysed whilst it
was noted that the Indian economy is also
experiencing an impressive growth.
Regarding China, Mr. Hadjiyiannis stated that “Even though a soft landing at
the growth rates of China’s economy is
expected within the next years, there is
a very ambitious project under way: The
One belt-one road initiative is a way for
China to export its expertise in the transport infrastructure and it is a project that

could generate a lot of investment”.
Mr. Prokopiou also confirmed that China is seeking synergies and cooperative
agreements: “it is very important that
Chinese shipyards are no longer building
on loss. Very few shipyards have remained
in China, and this is really good news for
supply, and definitely for the shipowners”.
Mr. Prokopiou also added that India will
be the next China: “of course India is a
democracy, and for democracies it takes
longer to emerge”, he explained.
However, Mr. Hadjiyiannis noted that
China will remain the dominant force in
the near future. “Despite the increase in
the production of steel in China, exports
were significantly lower, which means that
China is using the steel for its own infrastructure development” and added that
“USA infrastructure is really bad, which
means that in the near future US will generate a lot of demand for steel”.
Furthermore, during the same panel, the
ship finance parameters were analysed
and it was stressed that shipping is a
name lending industry. The reluctance of
European and American banks to finance
shipping has created a gap that was filled
by Chinese banks. As Mr. Prokopiou mentioned “China banks have actually learned
how the shipping industry works and still
have huge amounts of money to invest in
shipping”. Nevertheless, banks are slowly
making funds available. Once better rates
are made available, there will be ample
ship financing, even if, as Mr. Hadiyiannis
noted, “Banks are always doing the oppo-

site of what they should do- they leave
when they should be in the market and
enter the market when they should leave”.
Finally, the importance of innovation was
highlighted and so was the existence of
quality focused services.
The first session of the second day,
“The cost of smoke”, was moderated
by Mr. Ioannis Efstratiou, Acting Director, Department of Merchant Shipping,
Ministry of Transport, Communications
and Works of the Republic of Cyprus.
The panel was comprised of Mr. Georgios Christofi, Head of Environment &
Capacity Building Unit of the European
Maritime Safety Agency, Mr. Tony Paulson,
Chairman of the Pollution Committee of
the International Group of P&I Clubs, Mr.
Peter Hinchliffe, Secretary General of the
International Chamber of Shipping and Mr.
Philippe Baumans, Hull Panel Chairman of
the International Association of Classification Societies.
This panel’s debate focused on the air pollution burden imposed by shipping, which
in recent years has led to an upsurge of
international, regional and national regulations. Some of these regulations will
enter into force in the near future, while
others are still being developed. The panel
discussed how greenhouse gas emissions,
particularly CO2 and SOx, is the key environmental issue in shipping today. Panellists referred to the implementation of
the EU’s Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (MRV) regulations for reporting
CO2 emissions from large ships using
EU ports. During the debate, panellists
agreed that Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
is maybe the fuel of the future since it significantly reduces air emissions. From the
insurance perspective, it was noted that
greener ships will not automatically get a
discount in premiums, as this is based on
claims records. However, a less efficient
ship has a higher probability of having a
less favourable claims record. Thus, there
are indirect incentives for insurance with
respect to sustainable shipping. It was
noted by the panellists that the shipping
industry is prepared to take responsibility
for its air emissions, but that it should not
take more than its fair share of responsibility for global warming. The panellists
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highlighted that climate change and environmental protection require a global
response, particularly when dealing with
actions from the shipping sector. Maritime
transport is widely recognised as an environmentally sustainable and energy efficient mode of transport.
The second panel of the day focused on
"Smart Shipping”. Mr. Anastasios Papagiannopoulos, President of BIMCO was the
moderator of this discussion, and the panel
was comprised of Dr. Steffen Gau, Marine
Business Development New Construction
of Lloyd’s Register Marine and Offshore,
Ms. Cynthia Hudson, CEO of HudsonAnalytix, and Mr. George Ward, Project Support Manager of ECDIS Ltd. On novel
ship design, it was mentioned that newly
designed ships have innovative equipment
onboard that make ships more efficient.
This equipment will reduce the environmental impact of these new ships.
The panel also discussed the role of
shipowners during the design stage, and
the role of classification societies during the building stage of new ships. With
regard to digitalisation, it was emphasised
that the industry needs to be ready to
embrace its benefits and prepare for the
threats it poses, particularly cyber security. The importance of preparing crews for
future technologies through training was
highlighted. It was proposed that autonomous ships will become a reality, but that
we should not expect to see unmanned
ships for many years to come as seafarers
cannot be directly replaced by potentially vulnerable digital systems. Regarding
cyber security, it was stressed that cyber
risk is here to stay for both companies
and ships, but that cyber risk management
is possible and achievable. Therefore, the
shipping industry should take protective
measures to be ‘cyber mature’, particularly as personal, confidential and operational information is at risk. The shipping
industry constitutes a target for cyber-attacks since a lot of information and money is at stake. It was noted that sustainable investments should be made in cyber
security, and that the level of cyber maturity should be continuously reinforced as
managing the risk needs to be a continuous improvement process.

“Seaven” is the new company name of “Evia Petrol Group”, which
was established in 2003. Seaven features the width of the company’s
scope and calls to its ships’ potential of travelling across the Seven
Seas, all over the globe.
Even, steady and reliable, Seaven’s fleet comprises six (6) medium
sized Greek flag modern oil/chemical tankers (M/T “EVIAPETROL I,
II, III, IV, V & SEAVEN JOY”), double-hulled and being equipped with
the most technologically advanced equipment.
The tankers are trading mainly between Mediterranean, Black Sea
and North Europe ports, chartered by demanding and well respected
companies in the market, with oil majors and known oil traders being
among them.
Additionally Seaven has under its management two (2) pneumatic
cement carrier vsls (M/V “EVIACEMENT III” & “SEAVEN LUCK””)
which are mainly trading within Mediterranean ports and chartered
by first class cement major companies and cement traders.
43, Iroon Polytechniou Ave.,185 35 Piraeus, Greece
Tel: +30 210 422 8085 / Fax: +30 210 422 8076
Ε-mail: tankerops@seaven.gr / dryops@seaven.gr
www.seaven.gr

Seaven is ISO 14001 rated. The company’s goal is clear and definite,
following the notions of its name: “sea” and “even”. Seaven aims to
continue its expansion and growth in the years to come, trying to
offer the best quality service possible to deal quickly and efficiently
in our demanding trade. The sea is our route, and corporate
reliability has always been our even choice. This is what makes
Seaven unique and globally appreciated.

The panel relating to “Market Forecasting” was moderated by Mr. Bob Jaques,
Editor of Seatrade Maritime Review. The
panelists for this discussion were Mr.
Alfred Hartmann, President of the Association of German Shipowners (VDR), Mr.
Fotios Katsoulas, Shipping Data Manager
and Fleet & Newbuilding Analyst of Affinity Research LLP and Mr. Peter Sand, Chief
Shipping Analyst of BIMCO.The discussion
was focused on the current market trends,
and it was noted that freight profitability is a tangible target for the immediate
future. It was stressed that the market is
currently experiencing a better fundamental balance between supply and demand.
The panellist also discussed the importance of maintaining the right level of
scrapping, as shipowners can influence the
supply of vessels but the demand aspect
is beyond their control. It was mentioned
that a substantial demand in dry bulk was
noted in the first half of this year, a clear
sign of positive development in the industries affecting global shipping.
Regarding oil tankers, it was mentioned
that the market will increase by 2020,
provided the balance between supply and
demand is maintained. The tanker fleet is
still growing while scrapping is affected by
the current age profile of the fleet. Reference was made to the orders of the largest
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container ships in the world in September
2017, and the decreasing life expectancy of
the container vessels was discussed, citing
a recent example where a 9-year-old container vessel was scrapped. Mention was
also made of the collapse of Hanjin Shipping and the necessary market’s recovery
period. Container rates have shown an
increase during the last months and hence
the market looks promising.
The second discussion centred around
“Drilling Forward”. The Moderator for
this Discussion was Mr. Sony Kapoor, Managing Director of “Re Define” – Institute
for New Economic Thinking, and the panel
was comprised of Mr. George Lakkotrypis,
Minister of Energy, Commerce, Industry
and Tourism of the Republic of Cyprus, Mr.
George Papanastasiou, Managing Director
of VTT Vasiliko Ltd. and Ms. Elfride Covarrubias, Business Development Manager for
Italy and Mediterranean Area of DNV GL.
The panellists analysed the potential of
the hydrocarbon discoveries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region as well as the
geopolitical aspects. Large discoveries in
the region and the prospect of substantial hydrocarbon resources have sparked
major international interest.
The Eastern Mediterranean remains one
of the world’s most under-explored areas.
These discoveries offer opportunities for

The Eastern
Mediterranean
remains one
of the world’s
most underexplored areas.

Cyprus in terms of energy security, economic prosperity and regional cooperation. It was stressed that the exploitation
and export of these resources present
numerous technical, administrative, security, legal and political challenges. Therefore, these resources should be developed for the benefit of all the countries
in the region in order to avoid causing any
unnecessary disputes to the Eastern Mediterranean region. Reference was made to
the strategy of the Government of the
Republic of Cyprus on oil and gas, and the
panel discussed the issues of geopolitical
alignment with the countries in the region
and the companies operating from within
Cyprus, the exploration and exploitation
of the hydrocarbons, infrastructure and
the relevant legislation. It was stressed
that Cyprus should invest in the future
of renewable energy sources as well as in
education.

CYPRUS MARITIME CLUSTER

Cyprus is repositioning itself
as a global maritime capital
The beginning of a new era for the Cyprus Maritime cluster
An interview with Thomas A. Kazakos
Director General, Cyprus Shipping Chamber

How you view the business relations
between the Greek and Cypriot maritime communities and clusters?
The development of economic cooperation between Cyprus and Greece involves
the strengthening of bilateral cooperation
in various sectors. To that end, this requires
the improvement of the conditions for the
implementation of a number of measures
and actions in important sectors of the
economy, such as Shipping, Energy,Trade and
Tourism. Considering the negative consequences of the Troika Loan Agreements for
both countries, we believe that cooperation
at all levels in the afore-mentioned sectors is
necessary in order to mitigate for the negative impact and adapt their economies in a
continuous global competitive environment.
The "Greece-Cyprus 2014-2020" Territorial
Cooperation Programme is an important
step in this direction that must be fully
exploited as a priority. It is also worth noting that partnerships with third countries
at a higher level, such as the trilateral cooperations Cyprus-Greece-Israel and CyprusGreece-Egypt in the fields of energy and
shipping are actions that need to be also
extended to other sectors of the economy. The prospects for further development
of economic cooperation between Cyprus
and Greece have already been strengthened and the developments continue
expecting even more tangible results.

What are your thoughts about the
recent establishment of Maritime Academies in Cyprus? Do you believe that
there might be an interest by the
younger generation of Cypriots to follow a career at sea?
The field of Maritime training and education
is crucial not only for the Shipping Industry
itself but for the entire Cyprus Maritime
Cluster, which in turn is vital to the economic and social interests of Cyprus. Within this
framework, we should emphasize the importance and the need to educate and train
young people who have a keen interest in
professions linked with the maritime sector,
as well as, the need to urgently recognize that
modern maritime training is the key to stabilise and grow our industry and be able to
maintain its pace of progress and expansion.
Towards that aim, we recognise the hard
efforts of the private sector, which, with the
backing of the Government, resulted in creating the necessary synergy for the establishment of Maritime Academies, a measure
which marks an important milestone for
Cyprus, and long anticipated from both academic and professional circles within the
Marine and Maritime Industry in Cyprus,
thus, aiming to put an end to the lack of local
technical Maritime education and training.
The establishment of Maritime Academies
in Cyprus provide the key to unlocking the
Maritime Training and Education deadlock

in Cyprus and marks the beginning of a new
era which will attract the younger generation of Cypriots to follow a career at sea.
What are the challenges ahead for the
shipping industry after the UK Brexit? Do you believe that Limassol will
manage to attract more companies
of the broader maritime cluster and
enhance itself as a Maritime Centre in
the Mediterranean Sea?
Whilst it is still premature to know exactly
what the impact will be from the effects of
Brexit, the Cyprus Shipping Chamber is of
the view that there will definitely be a financial/operational impact that will depend on
the agreement between the UK and EU and
will entail a lot of bargaining on legislature
(especially the Shipping related ones) UK
will keep and which they will abstain from.
The Chamber has already initiated an
exercise in order to receive feedback
from Members and is monitoring the
on-going UK-EU negotiations through
the European Community Shipowners
Associations (ECSA) closely. The above
notwithstanding, however, in view of
Brexit, the Shipping Chamber is continuing its joint efforts with the Cyprus
Government aiming to attract new shipping companies of British interests in
Cyprus and register additional ships in
the Cyprus Register.

PREVENTING
LOSSES STARTS
WITH PEOPLE
With better know-how, board to crew
members benefit from the industry’s most
extensive loss prevention programme.
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HUMAN ELEMENT

How to recruit and retain
the right crew

By Colin Gillespie
Deputy Director (Loss Prevention),
The North of England P&I Club

The 1896 edition of North’s loss prevention publication ‘Suggestions’ reported on
the launch of a new ship. The local dignitary attending made a speech in which he
said a new ship is not a good ship unless it
has the right crew. Those wise words are
as true today as they were 121 years ago.
The recruitment and retention of appropriately trained and qualified seafarers
with the right attitudes is key to reducing
the number of incidents and to the longterm success of shipowners. But getting
recruitment and retention right is problematic and shipowners face huge challenges in manning. Shortage of seafarers –
officers in particular – with a lack of accessible employment history, the geographic
distances between seafarers and their
employer, and the use of third parties to
provide seafarers are just some of these
challenges that shipowners are tackling.
Shipowners share concerns with the
industry in general on the standards of
crew training. Quality issues are a problem in today’s employment market, and a
gap clearly exists between the expectation of shipowners and the current reality
with regard to crew competency levels.
As such, it is clear that those shipowners
seeking to employ the ‘right’ crew need to
attract sufficient numbers of quality crew
to their company. The ‘right’ crew for a
shipowner’s operations will, of course,
depend on a number of factors unique to
their situation and requirements; the type
of vessels operated, where they operate,
the demands of the sector(s), and company preferences.
North is focused on assisting its Members
to attract, recruit and retain this Right Crew.
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Attract
Where
demand
exceeds
supply,
STCW-certificated officers can expect
to find employment as owners are under
pressure to crew their ships. It is therefore
inevitable that there will be a percentage
of officers who might be described as
substandard circulating in the employment market. These are the people that
can introduce inefficiencies and risks to
a shipowner’s organisation - the ‘wrong’
crew. Employ the ‘wrong’ crew and the
consequences can be very costly.
The challenge is to attract a sufficient pool
of crew and from them select the ‘right’
crew with the personality, attitude, and
experience to do a job properly and consistently.
To attract the best, a shipowner doesn’t
necessarily have to pay the highest rate
but they will need to offer a competitive
salary combined with other benefits. An
operator that is known to pay good salaries and provide above average benefits
is likely to attract candidates who can
make up the ‘right’ crew. Career seafarers
– some of whom will go on to fill important roles in the company ashore – will be
attracted to a job that offers:
• A clear career path – we want you to
join us and stay with us
• Respect – we project a positive image
of the shipping industry
• Status – we value the contribution of
all crew – we are not just ‘filling a rank’
• Above average benefits – we operate a
successful fleet and share our successes
• Pastoral care – become part of our
onboard family.

Recruit
A shipowner must identify what is the
‘right’ crew for them. Adopting a robust
recruitment policy and a systematic filtering approach should provide a process
that will make it easier to get consistent
selection and recruitment – it increases
the chances of ending up with the type of
crew wanted.
Taking control of the crew selection and
recruitment process is very important. Simply requesting or relying on the manning
agent to provide the ‘right’ crew will not
work; there has to be a degree of direct
control and oversight. Accepting an applicant purely on the basis of holding a STCW
certificate is not enough; enhanced due diligence on selection must be exercised.
Retain
Crew retention is a major issue in a highly
competitive international industry faced
with a continuing shortfall in the supply of
officers. Operators need to continuously
review key incentives if they are to retain
experienced and – to date - loyal crew.
The incentives that lead to good retention
follow much of what attracted a seafarer
to the company in the first instance. Retention is best achieved where the crew feel a
connection to the company and feel valued.
It is important that the seafarers view the
shipowner as the employer, and not another party such as the manning agency.
If seafarers are leaving, it is important to
find out why. Shipowners must encourage constructive feedback from departing crew, because understanding people’s
motivation for leaving can be a useful way
of improving retention.

MARKET REPORT

The challenges
of the
shipbuilding
industry
in today's
investors'
appetite
for newbuilding
ships

income of 84 billion won tallied a year earlier. Its sales are expected to drop to 1.82
trillion from 2.78 trillion over the cited
period, the data showed.
Troubled Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering Co. is also projected to chalk
up a profit under the current quarter. In
the January-March period, the shipyard
reported an operating income of 292 billion won. In the second quarter, its operating income reached 665 billion won.

A thorough analysis on the
contemporary challenges of the
Asian shipbuilding industry

By Maria Bertzeletou
Maritime Analyst
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SOUTH KOREA
Korean ship and steel makers at odds
over plan to hike vessel steel plate price:
South Korea’s ship and steel makers are
wrangling over the planned hike in vessel steel plates price as shipbuilders still
reeling from a lengthy global slump worry higher production cost would further
weaken their competitiveness against Chinese rivals.
According to sources from shipbuilding
and steel industries, three shipbuilding
majors, Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI),
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) and Samsung Heavy Industries,
are engaged in negotiations with mainstream steel mills Posco, Hyundai Steel
and Dongkuk Steel Mill that claim they
cannot afford the current supply prices
for shipbuilding plates that have been frozen for years due to global glut. Posco, the
biggest supplier of vessel plates, said during a recent conference call that it will be
able to reach break-even point in the plate
sector in the second half, if it can raise the
supply prices to domestic shipyards.

Shipbuilders are pleading for grace. The
chairman of Korea Offshore & Shipbuilding Association (KOSHIPA) called the
steel industry to reconsider the price hike
plan as it could further aggravate the productivity problems of shipbuilders. Korean
shipbuilders have fallen behind Chinese
rivals in recent years as they lose price
competitiveness.
Meanwhile, South Korea’s major shipyards,
led by Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., are
projected to report weaker-than-expected earnings for the third quarter of
the year, due to increased costs and the
construction of low-priced ships amid
decreased new orders, according to industry sources.
Hyundai Heavy is expected to log an
operating income of 106 billion (US$93.6
million) won during the July-September
period, compared with the previous year’s
operating earnings of 322 billion won.
Samsung Heavy Industries Co., another
big shipbuilder, is forecasted to rack up an
operating income of 39 billion won for the
third quarter, compared with an operating

CHINA
In China, local yards have recorded 15.85m
dwt in new order tonnage for the January
to August 2017 period, representing a 11.3%
year-on-year drop as shipowners’ appetite
for newbuildings remained lacklustre amid
the oversupply of ships.
The declining figure on new orders has
resulted in a deflated order backlog at
China’s shipyards, which stood at 81.11m
dwt as at 31 August 2017, a decrease of 29%
on a year-on-year comparison and down
18.6% compared to end-2016, according
to data from the China Association of the
National Shipbuilding Industry (Cansi).
In completed newbuild tonnage, Chinese shipyards built a total of 31.32m dwt
between January to August, an increase of
41.4% compared to the same period of 2016.
JAPAN
Japanese shipbuilders are hoping to push up
bulker newbuilding prices to compensate
for a strengthening yen and reflect a rising
dry bulk trading market. A series of negotiations underway involving Asian and European operators with Japanese trading houses
for bulker orders based on lease deals will
set the tone for future prices, according
to Tokyo sources. Many of the deals under
negotiation involve ultramax newbuildings,
which the yards are hoping will kick off price
rises across the dry sector.
The political crisis surrounding North
Korea has led to the Japanese currency
strengthening. Although it has fallen back
recently, the expectation is that with
no end in sight to problems with North
Korea, the medium-term trend will be for
the yen to strengthen further. Many leading dry bulk shipbuilders have a healthy

backlog, which helps their negotiating hand.
Tsuneishi Shipbuilding and Oshima Shipbuilding are negotiating from a position
of relative comfort, with orderbooks full
until the end of 2019 — and even 2020 in
the case of Oshima, which is negotiating
2021 delivery slots.
OVERALL: Ship building is becoming
more consolidated
The existing active shipyards have
decreased their presence over the last
decade, from a substantial decline in the
size of the orderbook.
The total number of active yards (all those
with at least one ship of 1,000+ GT on
order) has fallen from 860 in 2007 to 357
as of start September 2017, reflecting the
high number of shipyards leaving the market unable to find work, as well as significant restructuring and M&A activity.While
the number of yards accounting for the
‘first’ 25% of the orderbook has remained
steady over the last decade, as of start
September 2017, 50% was on order at 24
yards, down from 32 yards ten years earlier. Meanwhile, 75% of the orderbook was
on order at 59 yards, down from 101.
The scale of consolidation varies by country. In China, the number of active yards has
fallen sharply from 384 in 2009 to 114 as
of September 2017, with many yards which
opened during the shipbuilding boom
struggling to secure contracts once ordering declined, and activity eventually dominated largely by state-backed entities.
Furthermore, the share of the Chinese
orderbook in CGT terms accounted for
by the ‘top 10’ yards in China increased
from 34% in 2007 to 43% in September
2017. Similarly, in Japan and Europe the
‘top 10’ yards have seen their orderbook share grow, from 49% and 30%
respectively to 60% and 76% over the
same period, with many European yards
ceasing operations, even if others have
recently benefited from firm cruise ship
ordering.
Meanwhile, in Korea, yards in the ‘big 3’
builder groups (Daewoo, Hyundai HI, and
Samsung HI) have seen their share of the
Korean orderbook grow to 92%, up from
70% ten years earlier.
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autonomous shipping. The Alliance’s principal members are Chinese research institutes, Hudong shipbuildng and class CCS.
- Rolls Royce signed a deal with Google
to develop an intelligent awareness software for automomous ships, using Google’s Cloud Machine Learning Engine.
I could go on for many pages since such
reports are coming in almost daily through
the maritime Press. The whole world is
gearing towards autonomous shipping with
governments, technology and IT companies, shipbuilders and classification societies
racing to drive the developments.
Doubts and denials aside, the developments in technology, IT (Information Technology) and AI (Artificial Intelligence) are
immense and increasing exponentially. The
great minds of our time are saying that
we are on the brink of disruptive societal
changes with effects larger than those of
the industrial revolution, and these changes will occur much more rapidly than
expected. Some, like Elon Musk (of Tesla
and Space X), Stephen Hawking and Bill
Gates, have openly expressed their concerns about the -still unregulated- state of
AI. Facebook had to shut down the AI
system it was developing, when it realized
that it had developed its own language to
communicate with other AI systems!

ie
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- Top players from marine and IT industries have teamed up to jointly develop the
world’s first system of autonomous ships.
These include ABB, MacGregor, Ericsson,
Meyer Turku, Rolls-Royce, Wärtsilä. Their
target is for fully remote-controlled ships
in the Baltic by 2021 and fully autonomous
by 2025. They are supported by the government of Finland (including financially).
- After allocating 25 million kroner in
the first phase of project Blue IMNOship,
the government of Denmark continues
the funding for the second phase, which
concerns the smart ship, autonomous systems and operations, cyber security etc.
- In August Wärtsilä piloted a supply vessel
in the North Sea from its San Diego, California office, 8000 km away, using standard
bandwidth satellite communication.
- The Norwegian government granted
USD 16.7 million for a fully working 6
meter autonomous model ship, launched
September 28, constructed by Yara and
Kongsberg.
- Mitsui OSK Lines and Mitsui Engineering
and Shipbuilding, together with Japanese
research centers and class NK, formed a consortium to develop an autonomous vessel
with the support of the Japanese government.
- Class ABS joined the Unmanned Cargo Ship Development Alliance to advance

b

Three years ago, when I had mentioned
at a conference presentation the plans of
some organizations to develop autonomous ships, the action from the audience
was dismissive and from some, outright
hostile! “Science Fiction!”, “it will never
happen” etc. was the view of the audience.
Today, prototypes are being built and tested. But despite this, the reaction from
most in the Greek shipping industry continues to be dismissive. Among the arguments used are “P and I’s will never allow
it”, “IMO will take 30 years to make regulations for them” etc.
The fact that autonomous ships are coming, indeed faster than expected, should be
beyond dispute. I will only refer to some
recent reports from the international
maritime Press.
- Norway has just allocated a second
fjord, Strefjord, as an official exclusive
testing area. The first one was Trondheim
fjord in 2016.
- For the EU autonomous shipping is the
key to the future. So said EU Commissioner
Violeta Bulc unveiling EU’s plan on autonomous shipping at a recent maritime conference in September. She said that next year
(2018) the first smaller fully electric, fully
autonomous container vessel is expected to
operate along the coast of Norway.

first thought). All major shoe companies
have already started 3D printing of shoes.
In July the American navy built its first
mini sub exclusively by use of 3D printers
at a small fraction of the time and cost
than before. Google is feverishly working
to produce the first large quantum computer with unfathomable capabilities. Very
recently, Christine Lagarde, the IMF head,
warned central bankers to not dismiss
virtual currencies like bitcoin. They have
the potential to work fine and replace the
whole foundation of our world economic
system (banks and central banks).
So it is not just shipping changing. It is
everything. Autonomous ships will be operated and monitored from technologically
advanced control stations. Who will own
the ships and the control stations? Will charterers go to traditional shipping companies
to transport their cargo or will they go to
Alibaba, Amazon or even Google? (By the
way, Alibaba recently bought its first ship).
The Greek shipping Industry should start
adapting and get involved in the developments while there is time; very short time.

ro

By Panos Zachariadis
Technical Director, Atlantic Bulk Carriers Management
Board Member of HELMEPA

ware. In 2016 computers won the best
player at Go, the most difficult game in the
world, 10 years ahead of expectations. By
the way, this is a repeating pattern: Time
predictions and milestones are reached
years or decades earlier than first estimated. This is due to the exponential progress of IT and AI, where what is known
today is practically double the amount of
information known only 24 hours before.
In the US, young lawyers already do not
find jobs. You can get legal advice within seconds from IBM’S Watson with 90%
accuracy, compared to 70% when done by
humans. There will be 90% fewer lawyers
in the future, only specialists will remain.
Same goes for physicians and surgeons.
A drop of blood will diagnose everything
in seconds and robots will perform surgery. Watson already helps nurses diagnose cancer 4 times more accurately than
human nurses.
It is estimated that by 2027, 10% of
everything being produced will be by 3-D
printers (remember also that these kind of
predictions are reached much earlier than
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Autonomous ships, I.T. and A.I.
It will never happen? Well, actually it did!

There is no doubt that smart or autonomous ships will be the cause of an eventual reduction in seafarer jobs. Some say
this is one of the reasons that many traditional shipping nations, like Japan and Norway, look favourably at crewless ships: they
now depend on foreign crews and there
is a shortage of seamen anyway. But the
technological developments will impact
nearly all current jobs, save for yoga teachers perhaps. It is estimated by some smart
people that 70-80% of current jobs will
disappear in the next 20 years. Software
will disrupt most traditional industries in
the next 5 - 10 years (examples being Uber,
the biggest taxi company, and Airbnb, the
biggest hotel chain, being just software).
Of course there is also those who say
“don’t worry, we have heard these cry-wolf
stories before; like when the industrial revolution came, when computers came, etc.”
My reply to that is “maybe so, but remember in the story the wolf finally comes”.
Right now, the best human chess player
cannot win a chess game against a commercial computer with a good chess soft-
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The future of Marine Technology
is boundless, particularly for
a country like Greece
An interview with Prof. Kostas Spyrou
Dean, School of Naval Architecture
and Marine Engineering,
National Technical University of Athens

Technology is becoming more and more influential for
the global shipping industry. In this context, academic
institutions could play an important role and provide
innovative solutions for the broader marine industry.
For the 11th consecutive year, the Hellenic Institute of Marine Technology
(HIMT) organises its Annual Meeting,
which is considered as the meeting
point for all Greek marine technologists. What is this year theme for this
event? What are your expectations?
Thank you very much for the opportunity to promote this important maritime
technology event for Greece. The central
theme for 2017 is: “Boosting Blue Growth:
The Marine Technology Factor“. As is obvious from the title, we want to stress the
importance of marine technology for blue
growth, especially for our country. We invited contributions for several sub-topics and
we are happy to have included in this year’s
programme worthwhile contributions for
topics such as, The design and operation
of ships and offshore units, Ship propulsion
and auxiliary machinery, Modern fuels and
environmental footprint, Fleet maintenance
and repair, Offshore wind farms, and others.
The aim of the HIMT Annual Meetings is to
bolster closer collaboration between the
academia and the industry, triggering new
marine technology initiatives in Greece.
Hence, we would like to encourage novel
ideas with good potential for development
and synergies within the Greek business
environment.
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What do you believe to be the future
of the Marine Technology and in what
way do you think it will affect the shipping industry?
The future of Marine Technology is boundless, particularly for a country like Greece
which has access to abundant resources
from its marine environment. This is a key
driver for the development of our country
which has not been even touched yet. On
the other hand, technology is becoming
more and more influential for the global
shipping industry. Traditionally, this industry has been a conservative one and, in the
past, it resisted the rapid introduction of
technological innovation. This is no longer
the case however and the smart use of
technology can, and will do more so in the
future, affect competition and change the
status quo in the market. New fuels and
materials, automation, better efficiency,
safety and environmental friendliness, these
all rely heavily on scientific knowledge and
have a strong technological interface.
What do you consider to be the role of
academic research in the promotion
of Greek Marine Technology?
The main hub for academic research in
marine technology in Greece is the Nation-

al Technical University of Athens, especially the School of Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering where I belong. Whilst
the School has a great reputation in Greece
and internationally for its educational and
research activities, and whilst it also sits
next to a world-class shipping community,
the collaboration with the industry has been
minimal. We all need to do more towards
bringing these two worlds closer; above all
the public sector needs to nurture the environment for such interaction. In the current
marine/maritime sector, the requirements
set by the competition, as well as by the society itself, become more and more difficult to
satisfy. Academic research combining excellence with relevance can provide solutions,
triggering also the development of technological infrastructure in the country. For the
time being, our research benefits those who
can appreciate its value, and unfortunately
they are mostly located abroad. As a university we export knowledge and graduates. It
is pity that our country cannot gain enough
from of its academic institutions.

Are there any cooperations between
the HIMT and the European Marine
and Maritime Technology Societies?

What do you consider to be the impact
of the HIMT upon the development
and promotion of Marine Technology?

The HIMT has developed a number of
national and international cooperations.
In particular, three years ago it joined the
Confederation of European Maritime
Technology Societies, also hosting one
of their meetings here in Athens. Sitting
next to some of the most traditional societies of Europe is an important
recognition for the HIMT. Actually, the
Institution already plays an important
role in this group. Moreover, we recently
signed a memorandum of understanding with the Royal Institution of Naval
Architects (the British society which is
also the oldest society of its kind in the
world) and we plan to organize a joint
workshop with them during the Posidonia exhibition. I trust that the promotion of cooperation with other societies
will be continued and strengthened in
the future.

The impact of an institution like the HIMT is
not easily measurable. As a knowledge society, its work is orientated towards the dissemination of knowledge, i.e. novel ideas and
techniques to spread to the practicing engineer, and also, to provide an outlet for interesting academic work to reach a more general audience.We provide a forum for having
constructive debates on new and existing
methods, without influences from economic, political or other factors. My feeling is
that, in Greece, we lack the culture of open
scientific enquiry on technological issues and
our society can contribute towards having a
more objective assessment of new marine
technologies. On the other hand, we are
proud that certain ideas firstly discussed
within a narrow circle at the HIMT, eventually gained wider support; such as, the promotion of the use of Greek marine equipment on newbuildings of Greek ownership.

The key-challenge for
European shipbuilding
industry is research,
technological development
and innovation

We are committed to upholding the values of safety, security, and environmental protection.
This is evidenced through the quality of our fleet and outstanding port State control record as the
only major international flag to remain on the United States Coast Guard’s Qualship 21 roster for 13
consecutive years. We achieve this goal through 24/7 service provided from 27 offices, staffed with
experienced personnel and located in major shipping and financial centers around the world.
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committed to the quality of the world fleet

The European shipbuilding industry, one of the
continent’s most historic industrial sectors, is required
to operate in a highly internationalized and competitive
business environment. The answer to this new
demanding world for the European shipyards is to
invest in technological innovation and diversity, to
identify new opportunities and to expand in niche
markets, to improve their customers’ satisfaction as
well as to train their people in order to live up to the
modern requirements. The European shipyards despite
facing rough seas are able to weather the storm.
Naftika Chronika has asked from two forward looking
European shipyards, the Dutch Damen Group and the
Greek Spanopoulos Group, to present their views on
how European shipbuilding industry can secure stability
and growth for the future.
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European
Shipyards
within a
competitive
world

SHIPYARDS

R&D

By Solco Reijnders
Program Manager Innovation,
Group’s Research,
Damen Shipyards Group

Research and
development
has been central
to Damen’s
success
Damen Shipyards Group
has been at the forefront of
innovation in the global ship
building and repair sector since it
was founded in the Netherlands
90 years ago. Since then it
has been a pioneer both in
ship design and in shipbuilding
practices and techniques.

Research and development has been central to Damen’s success from its earliest days. That focus continues today with
R&D underpinning a culture of innovation through continuous improvement. By
applying the latest technologies to its products, Damen is able to offer new and innovative propositions across all its markets
to its current and prospective customers.
In its research Damen focuses on a wide
spectrum of topics ranging from hydrodynamics and material sciences to emerging
themes including the Internet of Things and
artificial intelligence. This takes place not
only at Damen’s HQ in Gorinchem, the
Netherlands, but also in several separate
R&D units across the world. In an increasingly complex world the group also looks
outwards and cooperates with other centres of knowledge and expertise including
universities, specialist research institutes
and industry partners.
This collaborative approach allows Damen
to access and contribute to a deep pool of
expertise and experience, and so enables
it to innovate faster and more efficiently. The results of this approach in recent
years have included the introduction of
the Damen ASD 2810 Hybrid tug, innovative modular building techniques for complex frigates, and the InvaSave, Damen’s
chemical-free ballast water treatment system. Currently in the development pipeline are air lubrication for hulls, Damen
Digital and the introduction of additive
manufacturing to the shipbuilding industry.

Adapting to a new business
climate
Damen is fortunate that it has long been
active in a wide range of shipbuilding and
repair activities. Its product range varies
from superyachts to naval frigates, from

pilot boats to cable-layers, and its ship
repair yards are capable of maintaining the largest offshore structures. This
diversity not only means that Damen is
not reliant on the health of any particular maritime industry, it also means that it
has the experience and agility to identify
new opportunities and rapidly create new
designs or adapt existing ones to meet
needs of sectors that have seen growth in
recent years. By building on and strengthening its core values of innovation, quality,
responsiveness and, above all, listening to
its customers, the group has been able to
expand into new markets including exploration cruising, fish farming and defence.
This strategy has enabled Damen to
remain healthy and strong during these
tough years. Where markets like offshore
have been difficult for everyone, it has
been that diversified nature of Damen and
its capacity to bring recognised brand values to new markets that has allowed it to
weather the storm.
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The impact of environmental
regulations on ship repair
The new regulations do present uncertainties as while in many cases the potential for installation and refit work is huge,
the extent of actual take-up within the
stated time-frames is uncertain. However, on balance we see the new regulations
generating positive opportunities for the
repair and conversion sector. Damen
has developed several innovative retrofit
solutions under the Damen Green brand
to help shipping companies comply with
these regulations. The InvaSave ballast
water treatment system, for example, can
both be installed on board a vessel or
used as a shore or barge-based standalone
system to treat the ballast water emitted
by vessels when they enter port.
Furthermore, Damen can supply and
install best-in-class NOx scrubbers to
clean exhaust emissions, along with other products to reduce the environmental impact of vessels. At its repair yards
Damen offers these solutions in packages
that can be quickly installed in a single visit, allowing shipping companies to immediately comply and be quickly on their way.
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European shipyards
are integral parts of society
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An interview with Apostolos Dasios
Shipyard Manager, Spanopoulos Group

The past few years years have been
tough for the shipbuilding and ship
repairing industry as the markets have
challenged the liquidity of many companies. What strategic developments
did you adopt in order to strengthen
your position?

Is research and development the key
for technological innovation in the
near future? In which scientific area
are you focusing on? What are the
innovations that you have recently
presented to the shipping industry?
R&D is the principle function towards
technological
innovation.
Successful
results are delivered when it is also well
mated to experience and practical knowledge. The shipyard develops, sustains and
provides manufacturing capabilities and
production quality, which is obviously
the second key factor for innovation. By
nature, shipyard concerns for manufacturing technologies and increased productivity, achieved through advanced engineering
practices. Moreover, Spanopoulos-Group
is long active in offshore industry, constructing and developing special purpose
floating structures.
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The financial crisis and liquidity restraints
create difficulties but, on the other hand,
in such environment, potential opportunities might also show up. Our position
is simply strengthened by implementing
a competitive pricelist while conforming
to the highest quality standards and keeping high levels of customer satisfaction.
Our strategy is in general based on the
fact that we utilize our in house personnel and minimize outsourcing, aiming this
way to minimize risks, eliminate idle time
of workers and reduce production cost.
Moreover, we make great efforts in order
to invest in infrastructure, modern equipment, tools and new techniques without
getting loans and implementing risky business planning.
In what ways do you believe the recent
environmental regulations will support the ship repairing industry? How
will you manage to attract shipping
companies in this unpredictable era?
Environmental concerns eventually drive
to improved and environmentally friendly
ship structures and shipyards. We readily
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SHIPYARDS

Environmental
concerns
eventually
drive to
improved and
environmental
friendly ship
structures and
shipyards

Can European Shipyards survive without receiving subsidies from national
or regional organizations and entities?

participate in this process both in implementation of upgrade plans for ships and in
establishing green facilities and procedures.
There are no special recipes to attract clients, simply higher value to price ratios.
Labor forces have either supported or
hindered the survival of many yards.
How have you managed to become
competitive with the support of the
local work force of the country?
Labor is the cornerstone of the shipyard.
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Leadership struggles to utilize the available resources and optimally employ any
bit of human effort.Apart from the applied
management techniques, the deep respect
and effective communication between the
people is a fundamental value of the shipyard. In general, our most valuable asset is
the skilled workforce and the know how
acquired over the years. In this respect, it
is of major concern to us to maintain this
experience and train our people in the
best possible way so that we will be able
to live up to the modern requirements.

European shipyards are economic entities
and integral parts of society.They participate
in the profit making process while delivering valued products, services to clients and
taxes to states. Without exceptions or any
special privileges, they should benefit from
the applied policies as society deems necessary. Their financial survival is a complicated
matter affected by many factors but in general they should be able to stand on their
own feet without subsidies from national or
regional organizations, as this has not proved
to be a long term solution. The potential
opportunities arising from such projects
shall be used in the direction of increasing competiveness, e.g. through R&D and
training, providing this way the ship building
industry with better future perspective.

INNOVATION

Our mission is to protect property
and our environment
An interview with Erwin Sint
Sales Manager Marine, Jotun BV as agent for Jotun Paints (Europe) Ltd.

Jotun is seen as the leading
supplier of coating solutions for
the Dutch fleet. The company's
Hull Performance Solutions
are unique - with a new and
transparent way of measuring
space performance along with the
guaranteed maximum speed loss.
Jotun's antifouling solutions are considered
to be the best in the market - together
with the On-board Maintenance Solution,
significant cost savings are achieved in the
shipping industry, together with the company's Values: “Loyalty, care, respect and
boldness, represented by the Jotun-penguin, called the penguin spirit. This values
are not just words to us, we think about
them every day, it is our way of doing business. Our aim is to establish long-lasting
trust relationships with our clients”, as Mr.
Sint explains.
In recent years, voices calling for greater environmental protection and for
products that will contribute to achieving this goal are becoming stronger
every day. How has Jotun contributed
to the better protection of the environment? What are “Jotun GreenSteps”?
The biggest challenge for the manufacturers
of marine coatings is to focus on energy effi-
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ciency by providing innovative coating systems based on advanced technology and the
regulatory developments in the framework
of the environmental protection. Part of our
company’s vision and efforts is to develop
sophisticated coatings reducing VOCs, carbon footprint, applications costs and waste.
Our challenge and mission is always to protect property and take even greater steps to
protect our environment. We call it Green
steps. Steps that make a significant difference to the world we all share.
REACH is the new chemical regulation
in the EU and EEA, shifting responsibility for risk assessment and registration
of chemicals to industry, and it is to be
completed by 2018. Jotun has taken an
active part in the regulatory process
in the EU. What are the objectives of
REACH and how has Jotun contributed
to this new regulation?  
One of the main objectives of the new regulations is the improvement of the protection
of human health and the environment. Other
important aims of REACH are to improve
the knowledge about hazardous chemicals,
to increase the availability of information to
the public, to improve management of risks
associated with the use of chemicals and limit
and replace the use of the most hazardous
chemicals that pose a risk.
REACH is a comprehensive legislation and
it will have an impact on Jotun as a chem-

ical company. As a downstream user of
substances and preparations, we are committed to meeting our legal obligations
under REACH. As a company, our own
efforts are in harmony with the whole of
the European coatings and ink industry.
We work together with industry organizations and participate actively in efforts
to create guidance for the industry.
ISO 19030 is a new milestone in marine
technology. What was Jotun’s contribution during the discussions that led
to this new goal standard?
Jotun’s Hull Performance Solutions combine state-of-the-art antifouling and
application technologies with reliable
measurability and performance guarantees. Jotun’s Hull Performance Measurement Method (JHPMM) isolates the
impact of a ship's underwater surfaces
on its energy efficiency by tracking relative changes in the relationship between
the power delivered to the propeller and
speed through water over time. Significant sources of random and systematic
error are managed by collecting data with
a very high frequency, by using a set of
pre-defined data filters and normalization
procedures, as well as a quality assurance
protocol that includes monitoring of
the correlation between different sensors. JHPMM has been the method on
which the new ISO 19030 is based.

Greek technology
and innovation at
Europort 2017

S P E C I A L R E P O R T E U R O P O RT

Europort, the International Shipping Exhibition, will
take place in Rotterdam from 7-10 November 2017.
Naftika Chronika presents in the following pages
Greek companies participating, hosting their products and services provided.
Representatives of the broader Greek maritime
cluster and industry innovators answer the following questions on their area of expertise and discuss
their aspirations.

1.
Does your company put special focus on research and
development? In which areas do you innovate and wish to further
develop your constructions or services?
2.
To which niche markets (industries, markets, geographical areas)
do you intend to give particular attention to in the coming years?
3.
What would you say are the results of the company's growth
strategy for 2017, what are your predictions and to what direction
do you think the company shall shift its focus to in 2018?
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Captain Nemo

Farad

By Mercouris Panoutsopoulos,
General Manager and Onwer

• Continually maintaining and improving
the effectiveness of our Quality Management System - Periodic review of current
quality policy and objectives to ensure its
effectiveness and suitability.
• Constant striving for quality products
that meet or exceed the customer's and/
or organizational requirements.
Current research and development is
being carried out at Captain Nemo to
expand its capability knowledge in:
• Improving our production facilities
• Improving our existing products
• Introducing new products complied with
the international maritime regulations.

1. Captain Nemo has a well-defined internal research and development process
whereby it makes strategic financial
investments in order to support future
growth through technical innovation. Captain Nemo' research is focussed around
its key business areas of manufacturing
Pilot/Embarkation Ladders, Pilot Ladders
Magnets, Nets, Personal Transfer Baskets.
Captain Nemo is committed to creating
value for customer by delivering the benefits of Marine and Industry Supply in the
form of services and products.
Captain Nemo subscribes to Total Quality
Management philosophy in line with ISO 9001.

WWW.C APTAINNEMO.GR
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Total Quality Management philosophy indicates the attention and control that must
be given to all features of a product in order
to ensure total customer satisfaction.
Captain Nemo's guiding principle is to
provide our customers with a level of
quality and service that consistently
meets or exceeds expectations through
the following practices:

By Kostas Fanouriadis,
Managing Director

2. Given the growing interest of the marine
industry, under the pressure of new regulations towards more environmentally
friendly methods and green fuels, FARAD
is currently focused on the development of
special heat exchangers, adequate for cryogenic operation as this is required in LNG
liquefaction & gasification plants. Estimating
that the long-term reward will be potentially significant, our marketing targets
brand recognition in both domestic and
international markets where a significant

2. Captain Nemo as a manufacturer company follows a focus strategy on existing
and emerging markets which present
prospects to build long-lasting relationships with products and services that have
the right price/quality ratio.
We have grown together with our client
needs. For this purpose, Captain Nemo
has focused on building a business sales
network in order to provide to our customers high quality products, outstanding
customer service and support, increased
flexibility and competitive prices.
3. Despite the economic climate of recent
years, our company is experiencing strong
growth and financial soundness. This is due
to our company’s commitment to the product development and construction as well as
the expertise and customer service offered
before and after a sale. Years of experience
have shown us that to consider and treat
each client individually and suggest or even
design products based on his own needs,
when these needs are out of the ordinary, is
a key competitive advantage.
As for 2018, Captain Nemo will continue
to invest in R&D process to establish a
strong business sales network. Our main
concern is the quality of these products, proper pricing and, above all, safety.
We want these products to match the
properties of what we manufacture,
namely intelligent design, durability and, of
course, competitive prices.

1.With over 35 years of experience in design
and construction of heat exchangers, Farad’s continuous focus is on research and
development of new products that meet
the industry’s contemporary needs and all
the applicable requirements of European
and International normative standards. As
global attention turns to more environmentally friendly and safer practices, Farad
is investing in developing products compatible with “green” fuels, such as low-sulphur
distillates (MGO) and natural gas. A series
of standardized heat exchangers, certified to
meet MGO requirements, has already been
developed and implemented in the maritime
industry, while efforts are now focused on
addressing the particular needs of handling
liquefied natural gas as a maritime fuel.

increase in such installations is expected to
take place in the coming years. Besides the
maritime market, we also aim, through strategic partnerships and continued presence
in many international events, to increase
our penetration in the HVAC industry.
3. At Farad, exceptional client service constitutes a core value for the business, and
we always aim to become a trusted partner of our clients, rather than viewing ourselves as a vendor. We have been able to
differentiate ourselves from the competition through strong relationships, and our
quality of service is one of the very reasons
clients continue to work with us. Despite
the stressed conditions of the global shipping market during the last years, Farad
has managed to meet the strategic goal of
exporting products towards newbuilding
industries in Europe and East Asia which
account for more than 40% of our annual turnover. Along with that, a long-term
cooperation between the Hellenic Navy
and Farad was established with a formal
memorandum of cooperation for the provision of specialized inspection services.

Heaters

WWW.FARAD.GR

MGO Cooling Unit
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D. KORONAKIS SA

By Marina Gerolymatou ,
Business Manager

1. D. KORONAKIS SA is a leading synthetic rope manufacturer established 50 years
ago always giving emphasis to the production of High-tech products. Since the very
beginning, the Company has been driven
by a spirit of innovation in both management and product development. With a
specialised R+D Dpt, Koronakis SA aims
to design and produce ropes that meet
the most demanding customers’ requests.
Since the company supplies the sector of
Shipping and Oil and Gas, big investments
of several millions of Euro have been made
only the last couple of years for the purchase of machinery in the vast and technologically advanced
productions
facilities of Koronakis SA
in Greece. For the
coming year, we will
launch more specialised synthetic mooring rope constructions for LNG & LPG
carriers as well as
chemical tankers.
2. Although a 100%
Greek family owned
company, D. KORONAKIS SA exports

WWW.KORONAKIS.GR

the 80% of it production all over the world
either directly to the customers / agents
or through the company’s depots that are
available in more than 20 major ports in
different locations globally. Shipping and
Offshore are not static sectors, so our
business is everywhere with a 24/7 service.
However, if we have to specify a niche market, we have to say that Oil and Offshore
supplies is definitely one of them, as what
we try to achieve is to produce ropes and
wire ropes that are different than those of
our competitors and provide a competitive advantage when compared with other
products' lifetime, abrasion resistance etc.
3. The production of ropes the last year
was about 6.000ton while the company’s
turnover is higher year by year.The mission
statement of the company is “to focus on
customer satisfaction, providing worldwide coverage and custom-made product
design”. We are daily looking into new
challenges and our forecast for the following year is to further increase our market
share by providing more advanced solutions and products to new and existing
customers and become technically more
sophisticated and unique manufacturers
compared with other companies within
the same industries.

Prisma Electronics SA

By Dimitris Theodorakopoulos ,
Senior Director
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1. Prisma Electronics SA has developed
LAROS, a unique and integrated IoT (Internet of Things) platform for Shipping that is
already installed on board hundreds of ships.
An integrated solution that is the result of
over a decade of research efforts by Greek
scientists in collaboration with dozens of
Universities in Greece and abroad, which
solution incorporates state-of-the-art technologies in areas such as Μ2Μ (Machine
to Machine) Interfaces, smart processing,
machine learning, fully managed wireless networking, remote monitoring and advanced
analytics to enable seamless operation on
board ships. Each year, the company invests
more than 25% of its turnover in research
and development to provide integrated

solutions for real-time decision-making in
shipping companies in the areas of efficient
operation, predictive maintenance, security
and environmental compliance with the use
of Advanced Big Data Analytics and the science of measurements.
2. Prisma Electronics SA is active in Greece
and currently is also actively engaged in the
UK shipping companies that seek optimal
utilization of their ships and crews, in compliance with the regulatory framework and
with respect to the environment and safe
operation of ships. The shipping industry
and especially the remote monitoring of the
condition of a ship's individual systems, the
creation of automated reports and the anal-
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market but at the same time
we invest in our further
development in European
countries, the United States
and Asia.

ysis of measurements to identify points of
improvement or malfunctions in the day-today operation of a ship is our primary objective and we invest heavily in it. The development path we are walking on in this industry
through the innovative LAROS product and
the acceptance it enjoys, give us strength to
continue. We place emphasis on the Greek

3. 2017 was a positive year for
us. We participated in many
Technical Conferences and
Workshops, we stepped up
our research efforts with the
addition of new scientists
as well as new facilities on
board ships. The company is
implementing a large investment project in equipment and research that
will help the company to be assigned major
Maritime and Space projects, fields where
it has already signed important contracts,
focusing on electric propulsion and EMC
technologies. By investing continuously in the
application of the technology we have developed in Shipping, the company has invested

in the implementation of quality processes
and internal changes, with a special emphasis
on the utilization of the data received from
the ships, the analysis methods and their visualization in the shipping company, as well as
Customer support and Extroversion.
Prisma Electronics will participate in the
KORMARINE 2017 exhibitions in Busan,
Korea and Europort 2017 in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands.
For 2018 our goal is to further develop a
real-time decision-making support model
in collaboration with the shipping companies we cooperate with, to further develop
LAROS and integrate it on board more ships.
At the same time, the company is working
in cooperation with HEMEXPO and WIMA
to approach major shipping markets despite
the negative economic environment Greek
companies are experiencing.

WWW.PRISMAELECTRONICS.EU

PSYCTOTHERM company has been active
since 1969 as a repairer in the maritime
cooling and air conditioning sector. Located
at privately-owned 1,800 sq. m. facilities in
Piraeus, it has specialized in the design and
repair of cooling and air-conditioning units
in recent years, aiming to cover the particular needs and requirements of cooling
applications in the maritime sector.
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By Anastasios Mallios,
CEO

By Athanasios M. Athanasopoulos,
CEO

1. SeaBright has developed a range of new
products over the past three years, utilizing
all the new technologies of lighting industry.
We have deep know-how in the design
and production of quality luminaires and
in particular with led technology.
Our goal is to drastically reduce the energy
footprint of the vessel through a guaranteed self-financing investment.

It is equipped with an R&D department,
constantly researching and creating new
products, as well as improving existing
ones, adapted to environmental legislation, while embracing competitiveness and
the opening of new foreign markets.
Our integration into WIMA-HEMEXPO is
a stepping stone in this effort. With the
collective endeavors of its members,
Greek companies are promoted through
international exhibitions, common interests are supported, and useful information
is distributed toward the creation of business plans and goal achievement.

WWW.PSYCTOTHERM.GR

UTECO

2. The markets that we intend to strengthen in the coming years are in Europe and
America where cruise ships are primarily
built and travel. Already with the contract
that we signed with European shipyard and
the beginning of distribution of our products
in Miami, the goal seems to be achieved.
The market of Holland is also very interesting for us, even though the sales are

Psyctotherm

By Ioannis Moustakas,
Sales Manager

SeaBright

excellent we strongly believe that we can
achieve even better results.
3. 2017 was a year of international recognition for our brand name. We tested our
dynamics and capabilities and managed to
increase our clientele. The effort will be
continued in the new year by monitoring
new technologies and developing new
innovative and state of the art products.
The interest of the company will be mainly focused on the cruise market, which
continues the rapid growth and the consolidation of our company in the Asian
market as a quality and stable supplier.
Furthermore, with the already finished
and ongoing projects of led upgrade kits
for conventional lights that we produce
we are in a strong position of providing an
excellent result.
At SeaBright we believe
that Led’s are the future
and our strategy is make
them affordable for any
kind of vessel.

1. UTECO as a manufacturer of technology products (temperature probes & level
switches) is in a constant engagement with
research & development sensing the needs
of customers and market. The sector we
have intense focus now but also in future is
demanding application in shipping industry.
The sectors we are aiming are shipping,
power/energy, Oil & Gas.
As shipping industry is an international
market we are trying to have our footprint everywhere. But OEMs, Automation
companies& System integrators to whom
quality is priority are the desired partners.
3. 2017 is a really successful year in all
aspects. Sales volume, product developments, certifications, partnerships, production investments.
This is part of UTECO’s business plan
2017-2020 which now we feel even more
confidence to accomplish.

Packaged Air Condition Unit

WWW.SEABRIGHT.GR

WWW.UTECO.GR
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WIMA

By Elias Hajiefremidis,
President, WIMA

The Worldwide Industrial &
Marine Association (WIMA) is a
non-profit Business Association
of marine oriented companies,
working together to effectively
cover any requirement of the
shipping industry. In his exclusive
interview to Naftika Chronika,
the president of WIMA shares
his views on the future of Greek
maritime services, development
and technological innovation.

In recent years, efforts have been
made to set up the Greek maritime
cluster according to the modern
standards. What do you think are the
benefits of this initiative and what do
you think will be the real impact on
the extraversion of the Greek shipping industry (especially for construction, supplies and services)?
As the President of WIMA (Worldwide
Industrial & Marine Association), which is the
first maritime cluster successfully and constructively operating for more than eleven
years, I am more than aware of the utility
of the cooperation between maritime companies dealing with, building-repairing-refitting-refurbishing of vessels, construction of
marine equipment, forwarding of supplies
and offer of services, under the cover of an
‘umbrella’ cluster. It is well known that, apart
from the volume of the Greek vessel ownership, which is placed as number one universally, all other supporting aspects of the Greek
shipping industry are rather undermined and
unknown to the global shipping markets.
An example of this isolation is that most
Asian shipyards are unaware of the quality and high standards of Greek and other
European manufacturers, preferring to use
nationally produced equipment, thus making the Asian market inaccessible to Greek

companies, even where Greek owned
new-buildings are concerned. No matter
what the cause, it became apparent that all
efforts would prove to be in vain, unless
they were systemized and coordinated by
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a potential organization which would bring
together all the links in one chain.
WIMA established, eleven years ago, the
first small chain of maritime companies
with more of a national activity then,
always seeking expansion and admission
into foreign shipping markets. WIMA’s
successful example was followed lately, by
the establishment of two new chains of
marine companies: a) HEMEXPO (Hellenic Marine Equipment Manufacturers and
Exporters) focusing on the production
and promotion of Marine Equipment, and
b) ECOMASYN (Hellenic Eco Marine Synergy Coop Ltd) focusing on Green Technology and retrofits in Greece.
The outcome of such efforts are encouraging, having also the support of the Greek
ship owners, who finally realized that the
prospects for the Greek economy can
be substantial. Therefore, I assume that
the establishment of the Greek Maritime
Cluster has the credentials to improve
and impose the extraversion of the Greek
Shipping industry on a global scale, for the
benefit of the Greek economy.
Do you think that in Greece there is
sufficient and systematic awareness
of research and development issues
among the shipping companies? In
particular, is there a substantial dialogue in Greece, but also cooperation between the maritime market
and the companies that support the
wider maritime cluster in the field of
research and innovation?
A large number of shipping companies
encourage aspects for research to develop innovative means for increasing their
productivity by minimizing their running
costs, using evolutionary methods. Given
that shipowning companies have decided
to support the establishment of a wider
maritime cluster, covering all the activities
of the shipping industry, I believe it is more
than necessary to say that research and
innovation must become an essential element of the cluster’s interests.
Therefore, any discussion of the sort,
demands the sincere and steady involvement of the Shipowners, who, along with the
rest of the maritime sector, shall comprise
a potential Greek Maritime Cluster, where
new ideas will be distributed between the

members, improving and expanding their
knowledge on innovative concepts.
Several think that the attempt
to systematize the initiatives of
the representatives of the Greek
maritime cluster comes at a time
when construction is limited and
the freight market is low, so the
needs of the ocean-going shipping
are more limited. How do you react
and especially how do you adapt to
this difficult reality?
Experience has taught us that economy operates in circles; no matter how
things are now, they will be better
tomorrow. Consequently, the existence of the Greek Maritime Cluster,
having the privilege to act and speak on
behalf of its members to all interested
audiences, with one voice, shall keep
open the channels of cooperation for
the better times to come.

Do you believe that Greek companies are able with their products and
services to support global shipping
in this new era of strict and tricky
environmental requirements?
I am more than confident that the products and services of the Greek companies rank on the highest scale worldwide. Greek companies offer quality and
remarkable credibility, in comparison to
any other foreign companies with similar activities. Products of Greek Manufacturers have gained global recognition
and establishment – we have nothing
to fear when competing with foreign
companies. Our products and services
comply with the strictest standards and
environmental requirements.
Having attended numerous global exhibitions and fora, I can assure you that
the reputation and know-how of Greek
maritime companies has been well
established in recent years.

The systematic efforts of WIMA, which has
organized the participation of numerous
companies at major international exhibitions and fora, proved to be indispensible
in this respect. This is why I believe that a
wider Greek maritime cluster is needed in
order to give a louder voice to the Greek
shipping industry. Of course the help of the
concerned Greek authorities is also needed to support such an effort, and to this
effect, the government agency “Enterprise
Greece” has proven to be a valuable ally
over the recent years.
What do you think will be the new
order after the modernization of the
administration in the country's main
ports?
It will undoubtedly take some time to
assess the impact of the involvement
of the new administrations in Greece’s
main ports, so please allow me to refrain
from early judgments.

Why NanoPhos?

Tune the nanoworld
to serve the macroworld
S

ince its establishment in 2005 in Lavrio, Greece, NanoPhos has been
researching, developing, producing and trading “smart” materials to
solve everyday problems with the power of nanotechnology. A broad range
of patented, high-quality and environmentally friendly coating products adds
functionality and unique properties in construction projects, industrial units,
marine structures or vessels.
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NanoPhos has decided to extend its proven scientific
knowledge and 10+ year experience to the field of shipping
under the name NanoPhos Marine. After many years of
research and laboratory experiments, extensive market
investigation, deep insight into the common but persistent
problems of marine industry, as well as profuse respect to
the eco-system, NanoPhos Marine has released more than
30 innovative products:
 coatings to prevent the development of marine
biofouling even in static/ idle conditions,
 anti-corrosion products for long-term protection that
exceeds 15 yrs of operational life in the harshest environment
 thermal insulating coatings for energy saving
in heat exchange applications
 reduction of energy needs
 maintenance
 cleaning
Numerous international awards underline the company’s
efficiency, ecological awareness (i.e. 2010 World Expo, the 100%
Detail exhibition, the GAIA awards), or innovative character
(the President’s of Microsoft -Bill Gates- distinction in 2008).
NanoPhos has also been selected as a National Champion for
the 2016/2017 European Business Awards Innovation.
NanoPhos Marine is a proud member of the Hellenic Marine
Equipment Manufacturers & Exporters (HEMEXPO) since
2014 and recently became honorable member of Green Award
Incentive Providers, the global shipping foundation that
promotes marine excellence and safety in the seas.

The Founder
Dr. Ioannis Arampatzis, Founder and CEO of NanoPhos, has
dedicated his professional track inventing clever materials
that solve every day problems. After winning the 1st prize in
the European Business Plan Competition held in Stockholm
in 2005, he is the founder, managing director and legal
representative of NanoPhos SA, a company that develops
nanotechnology driven formulations for satisfying the needs
of the coatings industry. Dr. Arampatzis has organized the
R&D department of NanoPhos SA, as the primary think/
experimentation tank for New Product Development.
Apart from his research experience, he is interested in quality
and process management, legislation issues especially
in the field of nanotechnology and economic impact of
nanotechnology, nanotechnology innovation policy, innovation
indicators and entrepreneurship in nanotechnology.
He is national contact point for the nanotechnology
workgroup of CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council),
member of the “Network Entrepreneurial and Technological
Information” of the Hellenic Federation of Enterprises and
member of the Hellenic Association of Chemical Industries.
Dr. Arampatzis serves as member of the judge panel for
The European Business Plan of the Year Competition. He is
also evaluating Research Proposals for the European Union
Directorate of Research, as an Environmental Nanotechnology
expert. Today, as Managing Director of NanoPhos SA, he is
proud to serve his dream by dedicating himself in transferring
technology into every day applications, for more than 25
exporting destinations all over the world. He is inventor in
3 patents, author of 1 book and co-author of 25 scientific
articles, with more than 1,000 cited references.

www.NanoPhos-Marine.com

Nanotechnology refers to the scientific discipline, which deals
with very small structures, typically sized from 20nm to 500nm.
One nanometer (nm) is one billionth of a meter, (10-9m) — if
earth was one meter in diameter, then one nanometer would
have been the size of an apple!
Down to nanoscale, conventional materials develop unique
physical (e.g. electrical or mechanical) and chemical
properties, when exposed to external stimuli. That is how
NanoPhos products differentiate to existing conventional
coatings: The near-infinitely small nanoparticles penetrate
deeply into the application surfaces to “dress” their
application substrates, ensuring the repulsion and protection
of intruding factors effectively against abrasion, friction,
corrosion or adverse weather conditions.

www.NanoPhos.com

What we do

 Cause NanoPhos believes in innovation for hassle-fress
marine operations
 Cause NanoPhos is too big to serve, but too small to be
flexible
 Cause the solution to problems is inside something really
small: the nanoparticle
 Cause NanoPhos provides a full product range
and after sale care
 Cause NanoPhos is the only hellenic marine
coatings producer serving the hellenic shipping miracle

MARITIME POLICY
- Germany: German Second Register (GIS)
- Italy: Second Italian Register (IIR)
- Finland: Second Register.

By Dr. Anna Bredima
Lawyer at the Supreme Court of Greece

Dual or parallel
registers:
Myth or reality?
The idea of creating a dual or
parallel register in Greece or
in other Member States of the
European Union (EU) is not new.
It has been a recurring leitmotiv
for decades, which includes more
favorable conditions as compared
to those which apply to the
traditional register concerning
taxation, social security
contributions and manning by
non-European seafarers. Is this
feasible and, if yes, to what
extent? Where does the myth
end and reality begin and why can
it not be applied to Greece? Is
Brexit going to influence the dual
registers of the United Kingdom?
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The dual or parallel registers are an “invention” of the European Union (EU) Member
States and were gradually established since
the 90’s in order to deal with the shipping
crisis and international competition. The
reasoning behind their creation was the
need to maintain the international competitiveness of European shipping. Certain
provisions concerning the lower taxation
of shipowners/seafarers, the use of foreign seafarers with lower wages compared
to national seafarers and the lower social
security contributions of shipowners/seafarers, were not allowed by national legislation for the traditional register of the

country. In that case, a dual or parallel register was created: its vessels had exclusively
offshore activities and the above provisions
could apply. The above solution was used
for the creation of dual or parallel registers
in the following countries:
-France: Kerguelen Islands/ International
French Register (IFR)
-United Kingdom: Channel Islands
- Norway: Norwegian International
Register (NIS)
- Denmark: Danish International Register
(DIS)
- Netherlands: Netherlands Antilles

Following their creation, the dual or parallel registers had to be “legalized”, i.e.
submitted for approval by the European Commission. More particularly, they
were included in the list of registers of
Annex I of the Guidelines on State Aids
to Maritime Transport (1997). The Annex
expressly states that all the first registers of Member States are considered as
“registers of Member States of the EU”.
However, the following clarification is
necessary. The European Treaties apply
only to some dual registers. The criterion
for their application is whether the dual
register is a “territory” of the European
Union. In that case, the European legislation is applicable to them. Annex I of the
Guidelines including the list of dual registers clarifies to which of these registers
the EU law is applicable and to which it is
not. It is expressly stated that the following dual registers are considered as European: the Danish register, the German
register, the Madeira register (Portugal),
the Canary Islands Register (Spain) as well
as that of Gibraltar. The following dual
registers are not considered as European:
Kerguelen Islands (France), Netherlands
Antilles, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Bermuda, Cayman Islands. Moreover, certain dual
registers are not mentioned in the Annex
either because they were established after
1997 (e.g. Finnish register) or because they
belong to the European Economic Area
(EEA) (e.g. the Norwegian Register-NIS).
It is noteworthy that in order to mitigate
the effect from the proliferation of dual
registers, the European Commission was
prompted to promote the European register EUROS. However, the EUROS was not
supported by the other EU institutions,
namely, the Council of Ministers. It faced
strong opposition by the member states
fearing an encroachment of their exclusive
national sovereignty over taxation issues.
The official position of Greece in view of
the above procedure was that it was not
interested in establishing a parallel register since its traditional register covered
the needs which led to the creation of the
dual registers. The legislation of the Greek
register was accepted by the EU in the

context of negotiations for its accession
to the European Union (1981).
Ever since the 90’s, the establishment of a
dual or parallel register with more favorable provisions compared to the traditional register is a recurring theme in Greece.
Lately, its establishment was proposed on
the island of Kastellorizo. Recently, the
idea resurfaced on the occasion of the
economic and shipping crisis and coincided with the informal investigation of compatibility of the Greek taxation of shipping
with the European legislation by the European Commission (DG COMP) (August
2012). This idea was abandoned for the
following reasons:
A dual or parallel register should be compatible with the European legislation and
be accepted as compatible by the European Commission as established on EU
territory (i.e. Greek territory). The majority of the EU member states’ traditional
registers did not have the above favorable
provisions nor the flexibility of the Greek
system and did not provide the opportunity of using a tonnage tax system. Hence,
they needed a dual register to this effect.
The gradual introduction of the tonnage
tax system by most of the EU member
states took place subsequently following
approval by the European Commission.
Therefore, if the dual register were to be

on Greek territory, its establishment would
not serve a purpose because it would not
have been able to deviate from the Greek
legislation and would have been subject to
the approval of the European Commission.
Moreover, the characterization of the
island of Kastellorizo as an offshore territory of Greece for the purposes of establishing a dual Greek register would have been
dangerous because it would have negative
repercussions for national reasons.
Last but not least, dual registers will come
to the limelight on the occasion of the
Brexit negotiations between the EU and the
United Kingdom. Such dual registers of the
United Kingdom are the Cayman Islands,
the Isle of Man, Hong Kong, Bermuda and
Gibraltar. Their legal regime vis-à-vis the EU
should be clarified. As stated above, only the
Gibraltar register is considered as a “register
of a Member State”, whilst the other four
are not considered registers of a Member
State. In any event, following Brexit, the register of Gibraltar will also have the same fate
since it would not be a register of an EU
Member State anymore. During the Brexit
negotiations, it should be clarified whether
the vessels registered in all five registers will
have access to the intra-EU cabotage subject to the Regulation 3577/1992.Perhaps full
reciprocity of treatment for their vessels as
well as for EU vessels could be a solution...

Ever since the 90’s,
the establishment of a dual
or parallel register with more
favorable provisions compared
to the traditional register is
a recurring theme in Greece.
Lately, its establishment
was proposed on the island
of Kastellorizo.
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Liberian Registry:
Technology & Innovation Leaders
to the Benefit of Ships & Shipmanagers
By Dr. Michalis Pantazopoulos
Senior Vice President & General Manager of the Liberian International Ship
& Corporate Registry’s (LISCR) Piraeus office, managers of the Liberian Registry

The Liberian Registry has
always been a highly proactive
flag supporting shipowners
and managers with significant
investments in technology to
assist in reducing their cost as
well as save operating time.
Some of the Liberian Registry’s unique
digitization developments and innovative
services are:
Cyber & Ship Security Computer Based
Training: This just released new computer
based training (CBT) contains important
familiarization and knowledge that seafarers and shore staff require when working
with vessels – from new threats such as
cyber-security, to best practices pertaining
to piracy, stowaways and general ship secu-

rity. This state-of-the-art training improves
maritime safety and security knowledge
and reduces risk to seafarers, vessels, and
operators.
Electronic Certificates: Liberia is the only
Flag State to offer "Electronic Certificates"
since 2005. Liberia’s electronic certificates
prevent fraud due to their built-in security
features, to enable port state officials and
other parties to verify the authenticity of
the certificates on the website, and cannot be lost or damaged.
Seafarer’s Certification and Documentation (SEA System): Liberia’s versatile webbased System that allows authorized filing
agents to electronically apply for Liberian seafarer’s documents and resulting in
substantial savings in processing time and
courier fees. It is estimated that the system has saved the Registry’s clients more
than $4 million in courier expenses alone
over the past two years.
Online Certification Services for WRC,
BCLC and CLC Compliance: Liberia’s
enhanced online facility is available to
owners of Liberian-flagged ships as well as
owners of ships registered in non-convention States. Shipowners and managers can
apply for Liberian WRC, BCLC and CLC
certificates online directly at Liberia’s
Waypoint Client Portal, resulting in quick
response via email, flexibility and great
savings due to reduced fees.
Liberia and ε-ORB (electronic Oil Record
Book): In partnership with Prevention at
Sea Ltd, a Cyprus-based maritime compliance technology company, the Liberian

Registry has launched an innovative software product designed to replace traditional ORBs. The electronic oil record
book, ε-ORB, is intended to address a
variety of issues, including oil record
books being reported missing on board,
failure to document entries in the ORB of
internal transfer of oily mixture, discrepancies between entry into the ORB and
actual capacity of the oil water separator,
and falsification of log entries.
“Advance Notice of Arrival” (ANOA)
Program: The Registry has also developed
a unique satellite-based Compliance Assistance Program (CAP) which has helped
ensure regulatory compliance and prevent
detentions in some of the world’s most
active Port State Control (PSC) areas.The
system is totally electronic and non-burdensome, and is provided at no extra cost
to shipowners and managers.
Liberian Registry Authorization of
ClassNK and DNV-GL eCertificates: The
Liberian Registry authorized Class NK
and DNV-GL to provide Liberian flagged
vessels with electronic certificates for
statutory surveys.
FlagState Mobile Application: Launching of
a powerful state-of-the-art mobile application (app) to enable owners, operators
and others to communicate and interact
with the Liberian Registry on a round-theclock basis. Liberia’s FlagState App is now
available for download in both the Google
Play (http://bit.ly/NQnwgV) and Apple’s
iTunes App Stores (http://bit.ly/1q0gKnS).

ε-ORB received Lloyd’s List Maritime Service Award in 2017 in USA.
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20 thoughts on the Greek
maritime paradigm
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In a recent well- attended maritime conference
organized by George Koumoutsakos M.P.,
which took place on 21 September 2017 at
the Eugenides Foundation, 20 Greek citizens
developed their thoughts, inspirations and
concerns about the future of a country that
is strongly related and linked to its maritime
tradition and shipping industry. The following
deliberations are a mosaic of what Greece can
offer to the maritime world and how the Greek
maritime paradigm has contributed to our
country’s prosperity.

THE GREEKS AND THE SEA

The Sea: Source of power and prosperity

Maritime education in Greece

By George Koumoutsakos

By John Platsidakis

Member of the Hellenic Parliament,
Nea Demokratia Shadow Foreign Minister

President of INTERCARGO, Managing
Director at Anangel Maritime Services Inc.

When my colleagues and I decided to
go ahead with organizing this innovative
event, we could not have imagined what
the future was holding for us. The recent
tragic incident with the oil-spill right on
Attica’s costal front manifests why the sea
and all aspects around it is so important
to discuss.
But let’s focus on the title of today's event.
"The Sea: Source of Power and Prosperity
for Greece".
I think the title gives the full perspective.
The innovative element of this meeting is that
it offers the floor to 20 citizens with expert
opinion on issues directly connected with the
sea. And they are called upon to share their
expertise within a time limit of two minutes. I
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expect that at the end of all presentations we
are going to be able to have concrete, concise
and robust conclusions on a host of issues
concerning the sea as a source of power and
wealth for our country.
Please note that I did not use the word
"citizens" by mistake.
I am convinced that a key element that
we politicians have to focus on in order to
tackle these difficult, complex and challenging times is our developed ability to listen
to the citizens. This is what is missing from
today’s politics. And this is what we are
doing here tonight. Listen to ciitizens' opinion and communicating with them. This is
the real meaning of today's event, and of
the similar ones that will follow.
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It would take us at least 2 hours to talk
about maritime education in our country
and in this time, we would just cover the
basics.
Food for thought:
Education and, by extension, maritime
education, is an open education and does
not fit, is not restricted by national borders. In order to be successful, it must
start with this acceptance and it must aim
to its improvement in order to be able to
be competitive at an international level.
In our country, we believe that we are the
center of the earth and the minute a day
dawns all eyes of the world are turned on
us for guidance and with the aim to follow
our example; maritime education is no
exception.
Today only public education is provided,
there is a ban on parallel private education,
the chronic problems of public education
surface again and again, and an isolation
from the rest of the world is observed.
Fortunately, however, our participation in
the European Union also offers opportunities for private education. But a one-sided approach, with the State living in an
isolated reality, can only have negative
consequences for the future of public
maritime education.
This should concern not only the State but
also students and future shipping officers.

D.C.S.International Ltd
Filonos 107 – 109, Piraeus, Greece Tel: +30 210 4181833 E-mail: dcsi@dcsi.gr www.dcsi.gr
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The importance of coastal shipping and its problems
By Michalis Sakellis
President of the Association of Passenger Shipping Companies (SEEN)

When talking about Greek coastal shipping we must realize that we are talking about the viability of our islands, the
preservation and growth of their population, the development of tourism and the
economy of our country.
It is estimated that through its direct and
indirect effects, coastal shipping participates
in GDP by 12.9 billion or 7.3% while in terms
of employment it contributes with 284,000
jobs or 53% of our islands’ employment.
The great importance of our coastal shipping over time has not been properly evaluated. In a strange way, coastal services
are taken for granted with the result that
the state does not invest in their development. There is also confusion as to the
nature of our coastal means of transportation; they are considered public when we
want to impose public service obligations
and private when there are problems that
need to be addressed.
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The state's longstanding indifference to
our port infrastructures and the implementation for decades, up to 2002, of
an anachronistic institutional framework
as well as state interventionism slowed
down every effort for development.
Nevertheless, in view of the liberalization
of services and the implementation of
European Regulation 3577 in 2004, companies on their own initiative and funding
have invested in new shipbuilding and purchases of ships with the result that today
we have one of the most modern European ferry fleets offering quality services.
In the period 2009-2014, our coastal shipping faced serious problems with accumulated damages that exceeded 1 billion as a
result of the Greek crisis and the petroleum crisis. In 2017, fuel prices are up by 45%
compared to the previous year and we are
not optimistic about the operating results
of the sector.

In order to maintain the high level of service offered today and to address the serious problems posed by the dependence
of companies on fuel costs and its uncontrolled course, the following need to be
taken into account:
• The committee set up by the Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy must
review our institutional framework, with
the aim to achieve further liberalization
of services, exempt our companies from
public service obligations based on the
standards and other means of transport
and reduce bureaucracy.
• Procedures for the study and implementation of the necessary port projects need to be accelerated.
• Measures should be taken to equitably allocate state subsidies between land
and sea transport so as to improve the
services available on our small islands.

THE GREEKS AND THE SEA

The worries and concerns of Greek Masters
By Capt. Manolis Tsikalakis
President of Masters & Mates Union of Greek Merchant Marine (P.E.P.E.N.)

Thank you very much for this honorary
invitation, which gives me the opportunity
to present the worries and concerns of
the people working in the Greek Shipping
sector and specifically those of the Greek
Masters whom I have the honor of representing from the status of the President
of Masters & Mates Union of Greek Merchant Marine (P.E.P.E.N.)
Our country, as we all experience, each
one from the position we serve, is in a
prolonged crisis at all levels of the political, social and financial sphere, affecting
adversely more and more social groups,
more and more professional branches.
Shipping is included in these branches,
a very promising industry which prominent politicians and businessmen have
proclaimed as “National Capital”, “Greek
Economy’s Pillar” and more!
Therefore it is of vital importance in this
adverse environment we are living in, not
to forget this “National Capital” and deal
with its problems with due care, giving
immediate solutions that will update our
seafarers through training programs and
will revitalize our Shipping, which possesses one of the top places of the World
Maritime Community.
Nowadays, the Master’s profession which
I have loved, studied and serve with a high
sense of responsibility, is under attack
from all sides, a fact that makes our labor
struggle difficult and unequal.
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All our branch’s issues remain open with
the Greek State uneasily making steps
backwards while, as we realize, policies are
being launched and implemented against
the Greek Seafarer, at the expense of
Greek Shipping. Problems such as:
- The Greek flag of vessels
- Modern and upgraded training of seafarers
- The legislative framework
- Seafarers’ heavy taxation
- The Pension
...and many more burning problems of our
branch, are stumbling on the indifference
and the classic excuse of nowadays of the
ongoing (I wonder for how much longer)
debt crisis, for which the Greek seafarers
not only are not responsible but, on the
contrary, they have always boosted the
lean Greek Economy through the precious exchange they were bringing.
From our part and to the extend we can,
we will promote our country’s and our
branch’s positive qualities and will keep
doing so, in order to try and contribute to
the improvement of the Greeks’ economic standard. We are asking though from
the State to develop our Industry, to support the Greek Seafarer and our Shipping,
with respect and competitive perspectives
in the internationalized Maritime Community. We deserve it!!!
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The operation of the first maritime
cluster in Greece
By Vassilis Korkidis
President of the Hellenic Confederation
of Commerce and Entrepreneurship (ESEE),
President of the Piraeus Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
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The creation of the first Greek electronic
platform "MARITIME HELLAS" is a joint
initiative of the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, the Union of Greek Shipowners and
the Piraeus Chamber of Commerce &
Industry.
It was launched in early 2017 and constitutes an innovation in Greek shipping. It
includes seven basic categories divided
into over 100 subcategories:
1. Ship management companies
2. Maritime technology, research and
education
3. Manufacturers and dealers of marine
equipment
4. Sea Tourism
5. Maritime Tradition and water sports
6. Administrative Services - Services to
Shipping
7. Supply Chain & Logistics.
The operation of the first maritime cluster is
a top priority for the development and progress of the national economy. Piraeus is not
a random choice, since it is a strategic junction bringing together two pillars of national
extroversion, shipping and logistics. Supply
companies throughout Greece are small and
medium-sized companies, a large number of
which are very well organized with owners,
modern facilities - warehouses, their own
distribution fleet and certified. Companies
are engaged in supplying all types of ships
with whatever is necessary for the equip-
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ment, supply, repair, maintenance, safety of
the vessel, as well as catering and entertainment for both passengers and crew. Their
turnover for the year 2016 amounts to 270
million euro and could exceed 500 million
euro while the Ministry of Economy is in
line with the European standards in terms
of widening tax exemptions and removing
bureaucratic obstacles.
The 12 objectives and benefits of participating in "Maritime Hellas" are:
• To promote entrepreneurship in the
field of Greek shipping
• To bring together the members of
the wider maritime community
• To transfer know-how
• To establish cooperation networks
within and outside Greece
• Instant and timely information

• Easier access to new technologies
• Access to specialized products or
services
• Development of innovation
• Enhanced extroversion
• To increase the readability and
strength of the company profile
• Easier access to and communication
with other shipping companies
• Indirect advertising of the member
through the central advertising campaign
and continuous promotion of www.
maritimehellas.org on the global market.
The added value for the Greek company
participating in the cluster is the "brand
name" of the Greek Shipping itself, the
world's first and largest shipping force.
Being Greek myself, earning my living from
the sea, I ask you to keep in mind just two
words: "MARITIME HELLAS".

STAVROS KASSIDIARIS S.A.
KASSIDIARIS BUILDING
97, Aghialou & Aegaleo Str.
185 44 Piraeus
GREECE

Telephone : +30 210 4636000
Telefax : +30 210 4624471
E-mail : info@kassidiaris.gr
Web: www.kassidiaris.gr
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Maritime museums: The custodians of Greek naval history and tradition
By Anastasia Anagnostopoulou-Paloumpi
President of the Hellenic Maritime Museum

Blue research and technology

Preserving our Heritage

By Eleni Polychronopoulou

By Lydia Carras

Chairman of the ΗΕΜΕΧPO Board

Film Director, President of ELLINIKI ETAIRIA-Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage

The topic of blue research and technology
is very broad.
In the European Union, issues such as sustainable fishing, deep-sea mining, ocean current energy generation are already at the
top of the agenda of governments, large and
small-sized companies and research centers.
As marine equipment manufacturers, we
will focus on what we know best and that
is no other than ships.
From the wooden walls of Athens during
the Pericles era to the present primacy
of the Greeks, ships have always been a
source of inspiration and creativity. Greek
shipowners are world champions and we
want to prove ourselves worthy.
For this reason, following consultation with
Greek shipping executives as well as the
largest classification societies, we came up
with the following four future trends:
• Digitalization
• Energy saving
• Strengthening security
• Innovative design and production
methods
In this context, we need to turn to technologies such as:
• Innovative materials
• Sensors
• Telecommunications
• Big Data
We worked together with Space Technology Companies (EVIDETE) and microelectronics companies (ENEVI), which are pioneers in innovation in Greece, in order to
seek solutions.
We believe that through these partnerships in the next five years, we will be able
to prove ourselves worthy of the Greek
shipowners at the forefront of the technological solutions for the ship of the future.

Sea: a word that marks the beginning of
the identity of this place.
The longing of our ancestors to discover
other places by crossing the seas, defying
dangers and widening their horizons, is what
led to the spread of Greek culture.
Greek shipping continues this tradition to
this day, leading internationally.
Elytis writes in Carte Blanche
... "The Aegean, says again and again for thousands of years, on a long coastline, in the
words of the wash:This Is Who You Are! "
In this very Aegean, Ionian, and other seas, the
Greeks created great and small masterpieces, most of them humble as the thousands of
churches, and the traditional architecture of
our islands, all embedded in the landscape.
The incomparable nature of the Greek
sea and the architectural heritage are the
great treasure of our country.
We must, with long-term planning, preserve them for future generations.
We must be stricter.
We must truly protect the historic settlements and the surrounding area. Not let
the settlements drown under a continu-
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ous and unregulated building construction.
We must promote spatial planning with
clear principles, which by protecting the
environment will also facilitate entrepreneurship, the right kind, not through bribery.
We must protect fishing that tends to disappear, with proper information and support for fishermen.
We must recognize the special advantages
of our islands and coasts: geothermy, local
products, terraces, paths, beaches, monuments, etc.
Our seas and coasts, through proper planning, can contribute to sustainable economic growth.
2018, at the initiative of EUROPA NOSTRA, represented in Greece by the Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage, has been proclaimed by the European
Union "Year of European Heritage". This is
a great opportunity for us to promote the
heritage of our seas!
The Society for the Environment and
Cutural Heritage was founded by people
of the shipping industry and is supported
by shipping.

It is widely accepted that Greek culture
developed in direct connection with the
sea. The sea element has played a key role
in shaping and evolving Greek culture,
which has a global radiance and influence.
It is archaeologically documented that the
first sea voyage in the world took place in
8,000 BC. in the Aegean. Since the dawn of
their history, Greeks have always thrived
at sea up to today's shipowners who rely
on the solid foundations of a hundred-century maritime tradition.
In our country there are about 20 museums that serve and promote this long
maritime heritage and tradition, scattered
in the Aegean and Ionian islands. They are
all the result of volunteer initiative and

are private legal entities, except for a few
exceptions.
The largest of its kind with exhibits and
national collections, representing the
country internationally, is the Hellenic
Maritime Museum which has been operating since 1949 in Piraeus, the maritime
center of ancient and modern Greece.
In the land of Themistocles, Kanaris, Koundouriotis and Onassis and Niarchos, the
maritime museums, apart from some
municipal support, have no state subsidies.
Of course no great exhibition or action
can be done without sponsors. However, the financial support of the museums
must be public and private, not dependent
solely on individuals.

Hempadur Quattro XO
As a universal anticorrosion primer range,
Hempadur Quattro XO are tough,
longlasting coatings that are equally
effective on all main areas of a ship
as they are on the steel
areas of a power plant
or an offshore structure.
quattroxo.hempel.com

Culture must be a common good. Museums today are called upon to respond
to the needs of modern society for the
multi-level accessibility of many different
groups of people in their cultural reserve.
Modern maritime museums must be
spaces of high aesthetics, offer entertainment, knowledge, emotion, inspiration in
interactive and participatory ways to the
public.
Maritime museums must remain social
spaces of inspiration and creativity.
Their contribution is immense because
they transmute love for the sea and enable our young people to get in touch with
the nautical history of our country.
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Shipping Financing

Sea and economic diplomacy
The Sea and our national interests

By George Xiradakis

By Dr. Anna Bredima

Managing Director of XRTC, President of the Propeller Club Port of Piraeus, Secretary
General of the Association of Banking and Financial Executives of Hellenic Shipping

Former Director of International / European
Affairs of the Union of Greek Shipowners

Ladies and gentlemen,
Please keep the following in mind:
Greece - A small country with the Biggest
Commercial Fleet in the World!
Greek Shipping - The only industry where
Greece thrives globally.
Greek-owned shipping - If you line up all
vessels you can travel between Paris and
Berlin! (800 km)
How is this modern miracle financed?
Through dynamism - risk - deep pockets bank loans - private investments.
It is certain that Greek shipping achieved
such a huge growth mainly with the support of shipping banks, International and
Greek ones, which have developed significant port- folios in this industry. Please
note that the total portfolio amounts to
circa 60 billion today compared to 80 billion in 2008. Changes in the international
(especially in the European) financial environment create a complex and demanding
situation in contradiction to the favorable
environment of past decades. The main
tendencies are:
•
limited liquidity to a high degree
•
moderate granting of credit
•
selective deleveraging,
•
strengthening of capital adequacy
and finally, an important element for the
banking industry is the preparation to
adapt to even stricter rules in relation to
liquidity and capital adequacy or quality
issues. The forthcoming "Basel IV" measures, such as the new accounting standards (IFRS 9) which will be in force as of
1/1/2018 will burden bank capital since they
will increase the provision for bad loans
from 18% to 25%.This is expected to affect
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bank financing and in return ship financing, since banks would need to take into
consideration rather complicated supervisory, capital and accounting requirements
before granting a loan.
As a result of these developments, a
migration of large and traditional European shipping portfolios is observed through
their sale to other bank institutions (mainly Asian) and equity funds.
With regard to Greek banks, all five banks,
which are engaged in ship financing continue their reluctant course by keeping their
exposure to the industry at the same
level. Through the support of the European supervisory mechanisms (mainly the
ECB's Single Supervisory Mechanism) they
can raise funds but at a high cost.
The result of these changes is
1. Reduction in the debt ratio
2. Increase in profit margin
3. Development of credit crunch conditions for small and medium-sized shipping companies.
These, in turn, constitute a deadly risk to
the backbone of Greek shipping and to
the preservation of its top position worldwide. The main objective still remains to
preserve the successful management
model of the Greek shipping companies
and to waive bank capital controls.The latter will result in:
• increase in the profitability of banks
from shipping operations
• increase in deposits and trust
• new foreign banks entering the Greek
market
• reduction of unemployment for experienced executives.

“The power of the sea is great” as stated by the
Ancient Greeks! The most important international geopolitical challenges in the future will
be resolved at the sea. From a marine perspective the geopolitical advantages of Greece are
its geographical position, its extended coastline
and its huge commercial fleet.
Shipping is the only sector of economic activity in which Greece maintains a premiership
through the ages. Being extrovert, Greek
shipping is one of the basic factors of international maritime trade between countries-producers and countries-consumers.
Greek ships use the services of maritime
clusters worldwide creating “good will” for
Greece which has to be redeemed at the
diplomatic level.
Greece should publicize examples of its
contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP) of other countries. Ships should
become the par excellence vehicles of
economic diplomacy and “open doors” for
Greece in the European Union, the International Maritime Organization (IMO), and
in bilateral and multilateral negotiations.
In the framework of NATO, the Greek
commercial fleet is as precious in times of
mobilization as the Souda Bay bases.
Moreover, the geostrategic importance of
Greece should not be overlooked as the
country is placed at the crossroads of trade
between East and West and it has more
than 3000 islands.
The marine dimension is an unexploited
advantage that Greece should use dynamically in all international diplomatic fora.
Without exaggeration, if Greece were
to state its marine dimension during the
negotiations of any topic, it could speak
from a position of strength!

By George Giakoumakis
Admiral (Ret.) Honorary Chief
of the Hellenic Navy General Staff

Greece has a dominant position in the
Eastern Mediterranean Sea.
Nowadays, the changes in the wider
region of the political map and the resulting instability, have led, as we know, to the
increase of international terrorism, organized crime, flow of refugees and illegal
immigrants. On the other hand, maintaining security in the Eastern Mediterranean,
the unhindered freight transport (either
by ships or submarine pipelines) and the
exploitation of natural resources at sea is
imperative for the well-being of the people of our region as well as of the western
world in general.
For all the above reasons, the importance
of the marine environment is steadily
increasing.
Greece, as a maritime country, has close,
long-term relations with the major naval
forces, the people of the Arab world,
North Africa, Israel and Balkan countries,
and actually enjoys their acceptance to

take action, achieve a wider cooperation
and become a country that offers stability
in the wider region with corresponding
benefits.
Ladies and gentlemen, in a world in which
the balance of power is rapidly shifting,
alliances and actions are changing accordingly, and international law often does not
outweigh power in order to promote our
national interests, Greece must be strong
in the coming years. What is required is:
Leadership that has the will to take tough
and important decisions on both internal
issues and foreign policy issues, not weighing political cost.
Consolidation of all the forces of the
country, for a society with principles and
values and rapid economic growth.
Strategic planning that provides for cooperation with countries with common
interests at sea, the maintenance of adequate deterrent power and the exploitation of its underwater resources.
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We thank the Greek shipping community for their support
and we continue…
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The uniqueness of the Hellenic seamanship
By Venetia Kallipolitou
Commander of the Hellenic Coast Guard (Ret.)

"Greeks must be able to find their way to
the sea" because...
Greek shipping means the manning and
management by Greek seafarers.
When the number of Greek seamen at sea
reached 150,000, the number of our ships
did not exceed 1,000. Today the number
of our seafarers does not exceed 15,000
(of which more than one third works in
coastal shipping services) in order to be
able to meet the needs of the ca 5,000
ships we have.
If one considers that at least five seafarers
are required per ship, then we are short
about 35,000 seafarers and that without
taking into account the approximately
1,000 pension applications filed annually
with the Mariners' Retirement Fund.
Each year 1,200 students are admitted
to Merchant Marine Academies and each
year approximately 500 masters and 300
chief engineers graduate, of which who
can tell how many actually follow a carrier
at sea? (maybe not even 50%).
Imagine, how many years we would need
just to cover the needs of our fleet, as it
stands today.
It is undisputed that the capacities of the
Academies are limited and we cannot

just increase the number of newcomers
to the maritime profession. Fortunately,
despite the shortcomings, the State has
approached with open mindedness the
matter of vocational high schools, which
through non-profit institutions or private
individuals can develop into complementary nurseries for many thousands of
Greek teenagers to follow a carrier at sea.
This way these teenagers can start
from scratch and become not only chief
officers and second engineers but thrive
in other useful specialties such as electricians, electronics technicians, cooks, etc.,
and together with the officers, they will
be the backbone of the Greeks who will
manage our grand shipping on ships and
in offices. Only then can we say we have
avoided the de-Hellenization of Greek
shipping.
The State is in a position, with the appropriate mechanisms, to speed up the necessary procedures and to encourage such
initiatives. It is our duty to be ready to act.
At the end of the day, it is our national
responsibility to bring Greeks close to
shipping, and close to the shipping industry that not only wants them but needs
them as well.

1. Hellenic Statistical Authority: Inventory of merchant ships and crews September 2014.
2. UGS: Greek Shipping and Economy 2017
3. Data provided by the Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy through the Department of Maritime
Education
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Roads, the rail road, floating walkways, Most part of international trade is carried
by sea.The international maritime trade of
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Why I choose a maritime career
By Lydia Kougioumoutzaki,
Naval Architecture student at National
Technical University of Athens

Nautical Tourism
By Nikos Koukis
Economist, MBA, RICS

One sector related to the sea that is not
often mentioned in the public debate
is nautical tourism, which offers significant revenues to the National Economy
through the jobs and income it generates
in a number of professions, while it actively contributes to the revenues of the State
through the collection of taxes.
The main factors of nautical tourism
worldwide are pleasure yachts, professional and private, as well as the management of tourist ports. Of course, in a
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In times of crisis Greek shipping has always
provided a safe haven for young people to
find a job that provides stability and satisfactory remuneration. We have observed
that shipping and naval architecture studies have attracted the interest of young
people who aim to pursue a carrier in the
Greek shipping sector, the top shipping in
Europe and one of the most important in
the world, but also in shipbuilding, a sector that constitutes a pillar in maritime
structure with development potential and
international prospects in shipping and
shipping related activities.
The ever-growing interest in shipping is an
opportunity for us, but also a challenge for
our state and the social partners in shipping to make Greece a center of international naval and shipbuilding education,
but also to further support research and
innovation in fields of "maritime interest''.
However, knowing that shipping is a global and quite complex industry, we under-

stand that the concept of experience has
become particularly important. If we want
to combine practical experience with specialized education, we must maintain the
high standards in education and research
in Greece and in Europe and upgrade
our know-how through the communication and cooperation with trained people
across all sectors of shipping. Thus every
graduate shall be able to respond successfully to the needs of the market and
provide solutions to the problems that
concern the industry.
Finally, as student shipbuilders, our main
hope lies in the development of the shipbuilding industry. We believe that its modernization in order to become an energetic and profitable branch of our country's
productive web must be the responsibility
of all the relevant entities: universities,
shipping companies, shipbuilding units,
trade unions and especially the state's
intervention.

country like Greece with its great coastline and the many islands, the above gain a
significant importance and, as it is known,
it is one of the most important factors of
tourism that can have many more qualitative and income effects than it does today.
The most important points that need to
be reviewed and amended as soon as possible are the following:
Renewal of the framework for the establishment and operation of tourist ports
through bold reforms in the relevant legislation, creating a fair and friendly business
environment with less bureaucracy and
balanced taxation to attract investors and
boat owners to Greek marinas and not
push them away to neighboring countries
such as Turkey (0% VAT) and Croatia (12%).
Enabling the leasing of pleasure boats, as
already happens in most European countries. Yacht leasing is expected to attract
enough domestic and foreign capital.
Abolition of the leasing restrictions for
professional boats under a foreign flag.
Boats under third-country flags are prohibited from engaging in professional
activities in Greek ports, thus depriving
capable crews and Greek officers of significant revenues and jobs.
Coordinated and frequent promotion of

nautical tourism operators in tourist exhibitions and boat shows.
I would like to point out that since 2010
the moorings of permanent boats have
decreased by 25%. In order to comprehend
what the loss of moorings and the flight of
boats to other countries means, consider
that according to a study of the Hellenic Naval Chamber, for every 100 moorings
4,5 direct jobs and another 100 indirect job
positions are generated in the wider area.
Therefore, for a market of approximately €
50 million, it is estimated that at least € 400
million is distributed to professionals working close to the marinas. If occupancy reaches 85-100% throughout the year, that is if we
manage to create the conditions for permanent mooring in Greek marinas (HOMEPORTING), imagine how big the increase of
the product that nautical tourism will bring
will be for all connected factors.
Direct consultation and coordination of all
bodies is needed to ensure that, in cooperation with competent authorities, the
measures needed to upgrade the institutional, tax and investment framework governing nautical tourism are drawn up and
implemented. Let us not lose the opportunity to become the number one nautical
and safe country of the Mediterranean.

The Sea and its Energy
By Alexandros Lagakos
Energy and Freight Trading Expert, Founding
Chairman of the Greek Energy Forum

Sea & Energy. Hearing these two words
together, we Greeks automatically think
they are referring to the transportation of
fuel by sea. This makes total sense since
it is a commercial sector of global dimensions in which we, as a nation, historically
play a leading role.

In 2016, the Greek-owned tanker fleet was
the first in value (44 billion dollars, more
than twice the value of Japan's that was in
2nd place).
It was marginally second in value (13.4 billion) with regard to LNG and Liquefied
Gas ships (4.7 billion).
In terms of tonnage, the total Greek-owned
fleet represents about 20% (19.6%) of the
world fleet and 50% (49.96%) of the EU fleet.
The one word I want to focus on and we
should focus on as "a nation of the sea" is
not the word "lead" but the word "pioneer".
We have already proven that we know
how to pioneer in maritime transport and
we are one of the first nations to have
invested in innovative sectors of maritime
carriage of fuel, like LNG and LPG.
I believe that there are golden opportunities just waiting for us to prove we can
demonstrate the same spirit of innovation
in a broader scope of joint implementation of the words "sea & energy". Indicatively, I would like to mention the following fields and applications:

• Investment in new ships and infrastructure to supply ships with cleaner
fuel: natural gas rather than polluting
petroleum products
• Modernization of ports to allow the
use of electricity instead of fuel for the
energy supply of ships moored in the
port
• Development of offshore wind farms
on uninhabited rocky islets or even in
open sea so that we can capitalize on the
renewable potential of the Aegean Sea
• Installation of renewable energy
sources on the ships, e.g. photovoltaics
• Promotion of combined desalination
and RES projects on islands that will also
address the problems of water scarcity
and energy security.
We have a great opportunity to turn the sea
- the natural landscape of this nation - into
a field of global innovation and sustainability.
I hope that in the near future, meetings
like this one will follow in which we will be
discussing about the following verbal triptych: "sea & energy & sustainability".
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Shipbuilding:
the necessary link

The craftsmanship
of wooden boats: an untold story

By Dimitris V. Lyridis

By Margarita Pournara

Associate professor, School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, National
Technical University of Athens, Director of Laboratory for Maritime Transport

Journalist, Kathimerini

Shipbuilding is a globalized, labor intensive
industry, that has experienced great growth
in Greece and in Europe for many years.
Nowadays however, Greek shipbuilding is
in a slim situation due to macroeconomic
reasons, poor workforce mentality, lack of
a coherent state strategy and an unacceptable tax regime.
But European shipbuilding with the exception of a few niche sectors is in a bad shape
as well, due to competition from other
countries where success is the result of
mainly three factors: low labor cost, depreciated currency, direct and indirect state
subsidies.
And although the market laws define Darwinian practices and the surplus of shipbuilding capacity will someday die off, the
main question is whether shipbuilding (and
especially Greek shipbuilding) can survive
until good days come again and whether it
can be a means to the development of the
economy.
How can this be achieved? In my opinion,
the following are necessary:
First, a strategic plan that favors the aggregation of shipbuilding companies, diversification of their activity to achieve economies of scale and focus on those products
where Greek shipbuilding has a competitive advantage and know-how;
Second, a strategy that promotes innovative
shipbuilding products and services such as:
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• Modification or construction of ships that
can use clean fuels, including fully electrified
ships
• Modification of ships for use of onshore
power supply (while at port)
• Mass production of specific types of
vessels for sea transport (for example
open type roll-on/roll-off passenger ferries
are currently being exported all over the
world)
• Platforms and equipment for offshore oil
and gas exploration, etc.
• Design and construction of ships that can
be dismantled and recycled ecologically;
Third, an innovative business model. A ship
can be priced and sold as a "package" that
includes financing for the construction,
maintenance, guarantee, and possibility
of eco-recycling. Furthermore, a scientific evaluation of the economic course of
the investment and the economic risks
throughout the life of the ship may be
provided so that more favorable financing
terms can be achieved.
In any case, shipbuilding is not a target in
itself. It may contribute to the reduction
of unemployment and increase of exports,
but it must do this in a competitive way.
We do not wish to save our shipbuilding
industry through expensive solutions and
end up ruining our shipping industry.

Papadiamantis writes in his short novel “Fonissa” about the central heroine,
Frangoyiannou, who "saw the sea as if
embroidered, adorned by the white frothy
grooves left behind by the schooners, the
braceras and the fishing boats”.
The art of building wooden boats counts
over 2,500 years of life in Greece. Graceful
vessels of great craftsmanship were built
to withstand the high frequency waves of
the Aegean. Beautiful, well made and sturdy.
Strong enough to last for decades and travel anywhere, even across foreign waters.
Thanks to these humble boats, Greek shipping advanced to reach its current peak.
In the last 20 years, however, a real crime
has been committed in our seas. Our
country, which had 17,500 boats, the
largest fleet of wooden fishing boats in
Europe, has lost 12,500 of them.
As part of the effort to limit fishing in European waters, financially advantageous compensation was made through Community
funds to the fishermen who decided to
hand in their professional licenses.The condition was to break up the traditional boats
and this unpleasant task was carried out by
bulldozers on land. The irony in our case
is that the whole process is being supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture (which
fishing falls under) and no provision has
been made by the Greek state to promote
a different solution which would motivate
those who change their vessels’ use and
do not destroy them - convert them, for
example, for tourism use.

No matter how hard one searches, one
will not find two identical fishing boats.
And that's because the shipbuilder makes
each one different. Many times, he spends
years building it. So, his labor and thousands of years of tradition are lost within
a few hours as it is clear that there are no
longer craftsmen to build new boats.
If one sees the way the fishing boats are
destroyed, their heart will break. They
moan in pain when they are clobbered by
the bulldozer, as if they were alive.
Here's what one of the last boat builders of the Aegean, Michalis Hatzinikolaou
from Rhodes, says:
"They give us money to break up our boats.
Shall I tell you how I feel when the bulldozer comes and crashes them? Tears stream
down my face. Do you know why I hurt
inside? Because I know how a boat is built.
I take a crooked piece of wood. I get the
feel of it, I caress it over and over, I listen
to it. I work on it for one year, two years,
every day. I am constantly over it. And when
it leaves the boatyard, I feel sick. For days I
do not speak to a soul. I tell myself, someone has taken my child, my joy. Like when
you marry off your little girl and someone
takes her away and you think of how you
used to sing her lullabies when she was little.
You do not make doors. You make a thing
you get into and say, take me here, take me
there. And that's what it does. If there were
no shipbuilders, there would be no mankind.
Because it is shipbuilders who link places,
not Captain Michalis and Captain Yannis. It
is us who make them skippers. The Greeks,
with a handstitched sail rubbed with castor oil, reached the other side of the Earth,
without a compass, only with God’s help and
a sturdy wooden hull.And now we are ready
to forget this?"

THE GREEKS AND THE SEA

• 10 million tons of plastics end up in
our seas every year and if we continue
polluting them at the same rate by 2050,
99% of sea birds will have plastics in their
stomachs!

The Marine Environment
By Christiana Prekezes
HELMEPA Executive Coordinator

Numbers alone are indicative of the state
of the marine environment today:
• 90% of large fish have disappeared due
to over fishing and pollution;
• 50% of corals have been destroyed or
have suffered serious damage;
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However, it is too late to be pessimistic.
Time is pressing for a new awareness –
the important thing is not what we have
lost, but what remains.
Oceans offer 50% of the oxygen we
breathe and stabilize our climate, while we
are continuously discovering new pharmaceutical and cosmetic substances originating from marine plants and animals.
We are all connected to the sea, from
the air we breathe to the water we drink.
And we Greeks, with our country’s glorious maritime history and heritage, the
especially dynamic shipping sector and
distinctions in water sports, have strong
ties with the sea.
Moreover, we should be especially proud
of the fact that the Greek maritime community created HELMEPA, the Hellenic
Marine Environment Protection Association, 35 years ago, as the first collective

expression of corporate social responsibility for the protection of the marine
environment. With the participation of its
volunteer-members, seafarers and shipowners, the Association undertook the
effort to enhance environmental awareness through continuous training and
information. And it is a fact that only when
you become aware of something you will
care and become motivated to protect it!
The global community is today aware of
the importance of the seas and oceans
to human life and wellbeing. It is up to us
to choose which route we shall follow. To
reconsider our conduct and our habits. It
is our personal and collective responsibility to reduce our environmental footprint
and conserve the “great blue”.
It is worth the effort and I believe that for
every Greek man and woman the following verse of one of Cavafy’s poem has a
special meaning:

A secret voice comes from the sea it is a voice that enters our heart filling it
with emotion
and delight.
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Vessels of the future
By Panos Zachariadis
Naval architect

The vessels of the future will be autonomous. Autonomous does not mean
remote-controlled from some operation
centre. Rather, it means totally self-controlled with no crew onboard.The question
is not whether this will happen but when in
the future this will become a reality.

My first career steps in Shipping
By Angelos Flessas
Graduate of the University of Piraeus, MSc
Student in Shipping Management of the
ALBA Graduate Business School
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Current developments in technology, IT
an AT (Artificial Intelligence) are huge and
exponential. I believe that in 20 years or so,
most ships in the oceans may be autonomous. Of course, before that, there will be
a transitional period with various degrees
of autonomy or remote control of ships.
I continue with some extracts from
recent news feeds from the International
Shipping press:
• Speaking at a conference at the beginning of September, European Commissioner of transport Ms.Violeta Bulc stated:
“The first totally autonomous containership will be operating off the Norwegian
coast in 2018. For the European Union,
autonomous shipping is the future”. The
Commissioner does not foresee a reduction in shipping job positions but rather a
change in the type of jobs.
• All developed countries (North
Europe, Japan, China) are racing, together
with builders, equipment manufacturers,
research centres, universities and classification societies toward completion of

autonomous ships projects. Their governments support these projects in various
ways including generous financing.
• Norway has allocated the Trondheim
Fjord as the official test area for autonomous and automated ships.
• On August 21st, Wärtsilä operated by
remote control a supply vessel in the
North Sea from its San Diego, California
office (8.000 km away).
• The aim of North European countries
is to have sufficient autonomous ships in
the Baltic by 2025, whereas the Chinese
aim to have delivered the first totally
autonomous commercial ship in 2021.
• Who will construct such ships and
how? I have always said that 3D printing
is a game changer. In July the US Navy
constructed its first mini submarine
(autonomous, of course) using exclusively 3D printers. It was constructed in a
few weeks instead of several months, at
a cost of a few tens of thousands of dollars instead of nearly a million, which it
was before.

My name is Angelos Flessas, I am a graduate of the Department of Economics of
the University of Piraeus and holder of
MSc in Shipping Management of the ALBA
Graduate Business School.
Today I am here to talk to you about my
decision to follow a carrier in shipping.
Nowadays more and more young people
are striving for a position in the shipping
sector, the top industry in our country, in
the hope that they will achieve professional
success, especially in these times of crisis.
I was lucky since I was introduced to shipping from an early age; my father worked
as a naval architect at the Shipbuilding
Zone of Perama, whereas my older brother has been working in the shipping sector
for the past ten years.
At this point I would like to point out that
I was born and raised in Piraeus.
My day to day and mostly positive experiences with the sector through close relatives and my social environment paved
the way.

However, I still had a long way to go. At
the age of 18, when I had to decide about
my future, at least in terms of my theoretical training, I had to consider a more
holistic approach that would be in line
with the recently changing conditions and
the possible prospects.
I sought the opinion of persons professionally engaged in different sectors of
the shipping industry but with much experience and love for their profession. The
feeling I got was that it is a very closed
industry and once a person gets in, provided
of course that they have knowledge of the
field and are hard-working, comes recognition and work pays off, in fact much sooner
than in any other sector.
I would like to conclude with what I saw
here today and I wish that other young
people will see it too.
Maybe shipping is not as closed an industry as I initially described and instead of
being an industry of acquaintances it may
rather be an industry of friends.

SAFETY CULTURE

By Prof. Nikitas Nikitakos,
Dept. of Shipping Trade and Transport,
University of the Aegean

Modernization
plan of the
GMDSS
The Global Maritime Distress
and Safety System (GMDSS)
was adopted as part of the 1988
Amendments to the Safety of
Life at Sea Convention (SOLAS).
It was fully implemented in 1999.
It has served the mariner and
the maritime industry well since
its inception, but some of the
GMDSS technologies used have
not reached their full potential,
and some GMDSS functions
could be performed by more
modern technologies.

In addition to ships required to meet
GMDSS requirements under regulation IV/1
of the SOLAS convention, other vessels
(non-SOLAS vessels) also benefit from the
GMDSS because search and rescue (SAR)
communications are part of the GMDSS.
Many national Administrations require
non-SOLAS vessels to be equipped with
GMDSS equipment, or equipment compatible with the GMDSS including some of the
recommendations and standards of other
relevant international bodies. The existing
GMDSS architecture ensures that a ship in
distress anywhere should always be heard
and responded to. It encompasses a unique
combination of international technical and
operational standards and recommendations, and further a globally coordinated
use of frequencies, for both on board ships
and on shore.
1In 2012, the Maritime Safety Committee
approved a new unplanned output on the
Review and modernization of the GMDSS.
The Modernization Plan consists of the
following components (based on the work
of IMO’s relevant Correspondence group):
1. Overarching considerations
2. Functional requirements: alignment
with the Radio Regulations and other
ITU-R documents
3. Provision of GMDSS satellite services
and redefinition of Sea Area 3
4.VHF Data Exchange System (VDES)
5. NAVDAT
6. Routing of distress alerts and related
information
7. Search and Rescue technologies
8. HF Communications
9. GMDSS carriage requirements
10. False alerts
11. Training
12. Obsolete provisions
13. Clarifications.

Overarching considerations
The GMDSS modernization process,
including new and revised instruments,
should not exclude non-SOLAS vessels from participating in the GMDSS for
technical or economic reasons, and such
instruments as affect non-SOLAS vessels
should be compatible with the GMDSS.
The main principle is that non-SOLAS vessels can make use of the GMDSS, and that
the integrity of the GMDSS should be pre-
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served.The GMDSS modernization project
needs to continue to support the needs of
the e-navigation strategy. The Human Element will be embodied both on board and
ashore in the process to ensure that both
the implementation of GMDSS Modernization and technology are fit for purpose.

Functional requirements:
alignment with the Radio
Regulations
Terms and definitions should be harmonized with the Radio Regulations and other
related documents. MSC/Circ.1038 should
be revised with respect to "general communications", and may incorporate guidance "Security communications" and "Other communications" should be added to the
functional requirements in addition to the
GMDSS functions. The current functional
requirements require ships to transmit and
receive Maritime Safety Information, but by
definition MSI is sent from shore stations
and received by ships. Ships transmit and
receive safety related information.

Provision of GMDSS satellite
services and redefinition
of Sea Area 3
The recognition of new satellite providers,
including regional satellite service providers, has been taken into account in the
project on the Review and Modernization
of the GMDSS as a consequence of the
application of the Iridium mobile-satellite system for recognition and use in the
GMDSS. Amendments to SOLAS chapter
IV are required to provide for additional
mobile satellite systems recognized for
use in the GMDSS.
There is also a revised definition of Sea
Area A3 in SOLAS chapter IV as:"Sea area
A3 means an area, excluding sea areas A1
and A2, within the coverage of a recognized mobile-satellite communication service supported by the ship earth station
carried on board in which continuous
alerting is available." One important consequence of the new A3 definition is that
it is now a purely satellite service area.The
"HF alternative" is still available to a ship
which operates beyond Sea Area A2 but
does not use a recognized mobile-satellite communication service. Such ships will
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now be operating in Sea Area A4 which is
no longer just polar regions. HF can also
be used in Sea Area A3 as an additional
means of alerting for a ship using a recognized mobile-satellite communication
service. A new generic performance standard for ship-borne GMDSS equipment to
accommodate additional providers of
GMDSS satellite services is needed.

VHF Data Exchange System
(VDES)
The VHF Data Exchange System (VDES)
was developed by IALA to address
emerging indications of overload of the
AIS VHF Data Link (VDL) and simultaneously enabling a wider seamless data
exchange for the maritime community.
VDES is capable of exchanging Application Specific Messages (ASM), facilitating numerous applications for safety
and security of navigation, protection of
marine environment, efficiency of shipping and others. VDES will prospectively
have a significant beneficial impact on the
maritime information services including
Aids to Navigation and VTS in the future.
It can potentially provide local MSI. The
VDES concept includes a satellite component. This system component might be
suitable to be used for the transmission
of MSI information in remote areas.

to operate in the 495-505 kHz band using
a multicarrier frequency modulation technique. It would coexist with the global system NAVTEX without mutual interference.
The technology allows improved data rates
with regard to the frequency band: rates
up to 18 kbit/s are possible with NAVDAT,
to compare to the 50 bit/s of NAVTEX.5

Routing of distress alerts and related information
The issue of the routeing of distress alerts
and related information directly to the
responsible RCC needs to be considered,
taking also into account the possible use of
the Cospas-Sarsat system for distribution
of GMDSS digital distress alerts in addition
to the current 406 MHz beacon alerts.

Search and Rescue technologies
When considering amendments to the
SOLAS Convention, a decision needs to be
made as to whether all lifeboats, and whether some or all inflatable liferafts, should be
equipped with installed search and rescue
locating devices (AIS Search and Rescue
Transmitters (AIS-SART) or 9 GHz radar
SART), and how that requirement should
be introduced, taking into account the regulatory scheme of survey and certification
and the environmental conditions inside of
the survival craft. (Liferaft equipment can
only be accessed during servicing).

NAVDAT

equipment capable of operating NBDP
(Narrow Band Direct Printing)

GMDSS Carriage Requirements
The communications requirements for
ships and life-saving appliances in chapter
III, should be moved to chapter IV.

False alerts
No specific action has been identified to
reduce false alerts and no determinations
have been made as to which GMDSS
equipment is most responsible for false
alerts. However, EPIRBs and MF/HF DSC
are recognized as transmitting a high
number of false alerts under the current
GMDSS. Measures should continue to be
taken to guide/educate people on how to
handle EPIRBs and MF/HF DSC equipment
in order to avoid misactivation, including
seafarers, operators, shipyards

Training
Training will be affected and amendments
to STCW including Model Courses may
be required. Model Courses will in general need to be revised to reflect the new
Sea Area A3 definition and its effect on
Sea Area A4, together with other amendments to chapter IV. Seafarer and shore
personnel training will be affected and
amendments to STCW may be required.

HF Communications
SOLAS should be revised to allow ships to
use NAVDAT service in addition to or in
place of NAVTEX in places where NAVDAT
is available It was established by international
organizations an exclusive primary allocation
to the maritime mobile service in the band
495-505 kHz to fulfil possible requirements
in the future, replacing the former Morse
Code calling and distress allocation. NAVDAT is a digital broadcasting system designed
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Obsolete provisions
The list of HF stations in the GMDSS Master Plan needs to be updated, including
information on coast stations capable of
receiving and responding to test messages.
This work can be completed on updating
of the GMDSS master plan and Guidelines on MSI (maritime safety information)
provisions. It should be revised to delete
the references to HF radiocommunication

Narrow band direct printing (NBDP) telegraph equipment can be removed as a
required system, although existing devices can be permitted to remain in use to
receive MSI, if a ship is not equipped with
other equipment suitable for the purpose.
MSI can be displayed on other bridge
systems, including integrated navigation
systems (INS). The VHF EPIRB should be
removed from SOLAS chapter IV. The regulation IV/12.3 to reflect the decision to
retain the VHF Channel 16 watch, as well
as continuous listening watches is also in
some areas for general communications
including VTS, Maritime Assistance Service,
coastal surveillance, ship reporting, port
approaches etc.
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Coldharbour unveils BWTS
for big bulkers
Coldharbour Marine, a UK-based manufacturer of inert gas generators and ballast
water treatment systems, has launched a
new version of its inert-gas based GLDTM
treatment plant, designed specifically for
large bulk carriers in October. The company’s unique technology for bulk carriers is
based on existing treatment systems for
tankers and gas carriers but will be configured differently.
In a standard type Coldharbour BWT
installation inert gas is sent to GLD (gas
lift diffusion) units mounted inside the
ballast tanks. There are challenges with
this arrangement on bulkers insofar as the
wing tanks and heavy ballast cargo tank
arrangements do not lend themselves to
this kind of installation.
The alternative, developed by Coldharbour in conjunction with several ship
owners is to mount a bank of GLD units
inside the machinery space and to then
circulate water from/to the ballast tanks
for treatment. The GLD process is unaffected by this change, but it means that

tanks of any size and configuration can
now be treated using the proven, reliable GLD process. As with the standard arrangement, treatment takes place
during a section of the ballast voyage,
rather than during uptake or discharge.
No intake filtration is required. This
guarantees that not only will the ballasting process be unaffected but also that
the ballast water discharged at the load
port will avoid the problems of organism
regrowth during long ballast legs, thereby ensuring compliance with IMO/USCG
discharge standards. “A completely new
system is essential for big bulk carriers,
and in particular one which enables bulker operators to avoid operational delays,
financial penalties and, in the worst case,
possible off-hire periods due to BWTS
issues,” declared Andrew Marshall, Coldharbour Marine CEO. “That is why we
have tailored our technology to meet the
demands of these vessels. We are delighted to be unveiling this exciting development and we look forward to be talking
to both dry bulk operators and shipyards
about our new technology which we
believe breaks new ground”.

“These large ships have very specific requirements because of the huge volumes of ballast they require and the nature of their ballast operations makes using other solutions
challenging”. Marshall explained. “With the
ballast water convention coming into force,
and Port State Control bodies gearing up to
enforce the regulations, the financial penalties of making a poor choice of ballast water
treatment installations, particularly for large
bulk carriers, could be catastrophic”.
During ballast voyages, bulk carriers need
ballast water for stability but also to make
sure that ships’ propellers are properly
immersed. Upper wing tanks are used, as
well as lower wing tanks, because carrying
ballast higher in the ship raises its centre
of gravity for safe seakeeping.
Since the IMO’s Ballast Water Convention lays down strict discharge standards,
ballast water now shipped in upper wing
tanks must be treated before it can be discharged. However, Marshall points out that
there is no technology available today that
can treat large volumes of ballast water as
it is taken on board during and after cargo discharge whilst still guaranteeing that
ballast water discharge standards will be
met when the vessel arrives at the load
port, probably at the end of a long voyage.
Marshall does not believe that the
“re-growth” issue has been properly
addressed either by the IMO or US Coast
Guard type approval processes. No treatment system is completely effective, he
argues, so regrowth on longer voyages is
inevitable. This is supported by the overwhelming body of scientific data. Therefore, Coldharbour’s technology, optimised
as it is for the large long haul vessels,
employs a treatment process that takes
place during a part of the voyage, rather
than during uptake or discharge.
“The regrowth test for IMO is only five days
after treatment, whilst the much vaunted
USCG TA actually only tests for one day!
Some of these large bulkers have ballast legs
more than 10 days and in extremis as long
as 42 days. Even if a relatively small number
of marine organisms survive the initial treatment process, they will have plenty of dead
organisms to feed on over a long ballast voyage,” he commented.“If ballast water fails to
meet the discharge standard, there will be
delays and penalties, and possible long-term
reputational damage”.

Maritime innovators commit to
Fleet Xpress applications
Ground-breaking agreements bringing
together new app-based vessel management from two of the biggest names in
maritime technology and Inmarsat confirm that shipping’s much-hyped information superhighway is headed in the direction of Fleet Xpress.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
signed between Samsung Heavy Industries
and Inmarsat Maritime in September establishes a far-reaching relationship to leverage the ‘smart ship’ connectivity offered
by Fleet Xpress at the vessel construction
stage. In a second arrangement, Inmarsat and Rolls-Royce have signed a letter
of intent envisaging the delivery of vessel
energy efficiency optimisation via Fleet
Xpress 24/7 using Energy Management 2.0
software from Rolls-Royce Marine.
Both agreements come under CAP,
the Certified Application Provider programme devised by Inmarsat Maritime
to cultivate third party development of
the management software that can fully
exploit Fleet Xpress connectivity and
its unique service enablement platform.
They demonstrate that shipping’s leading
edge shipbuilders and marine technology brands see the high-speed broadband
service as the gateway to the maritime
internet.

Through its CAP programme, Inmarsat
aims to support and enable products that
become part of an eco-system of applications to broaden and enhance services beyond connectivity and enable ‘value-adds’ for end-users.
Stein A. Orø,Vice President Sales, Inmarsat
Maritime, has been closely involved in the
CAP programme and in the work towards
securing partners for Inmarsat. “CAP is
part of Inmarsat’s strategy to support the
global adoption of the Internet of Things
(IoT) in the maritime market using Fleet
Xpress,” he says. “It offers partners a rich
set of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that provide application-triggered bandwidth, a managed-cyber security solution and flexible third-party subscriptions on board Fleet Xpress vessels".
“Applications covering real-time analysis of
data for engine monitoring, weather information and fuel consumption rates can
deliver real gains in operational efficiency,
safety and compliance, IT security and crew
welfare,” adds Orø. “Critically, third parties
develop new business and a new revenue
streams while offering full transparency in
their own billing processes”.
Dr. Booki Kim, Director of Central
Research Institute, Samsung Heavy Industries & Construction Co is in no doubt
of the agreement’s potential significance.
“The smart ship of today demands intelligent solutions to cover remote opera-
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tional management and equipment monitoring, and continuous lifecycle services to
extend its life” he says. “As a global shipbuilder, SHI is partnering with Inmarsat in
a mutual growth opportunity to deliver
more competitive, next generation satellite-based vessel operations”.
The agreement is of a strategic nature
and envisages the leading South Korean
yard installing Inmarsat-approved terminal hardware and offering applications to
cover remote machinery diagnostics and
CCTV services. Christened ‘Smart Ship’ by
SHI, this is an entirely new service through
which the yard group envisages owners
harvesting data from preinstalled hull-monitors and equipment sensors onboard in
real-time, leveraging Fleet Xpress from the
moment the ship is delivered.
“The Fleet Xpress service allows SHI to
build-in new levels of vessel efficiency,”
says Ronald Spithout, President Inmarsat Maritime. “The most forward-looking
shipbuilders recognise collaboration as the
key to shipping’s exploitation of the Internet of Things. It is also further evidence
that Inmarsat and its partners are driving
shipping towards value-added applications
that will digitalise this industry”.
Fleet Xpress attracted commitments
from 10,000 existing ships in its first year
of operations. In 2017, the service drew
significant accolades, winning the Smart4Sea Excellent Award for technological
excellence in smart shipping and the Seatrade Award 2017 for Digital Technology.
Orø says that Samsung Heavy Industries’
allegiance to Fleet Xpress at the newbuilding stage is nonetheless a standout achievement. Under its preliminary
terms, the shipbuilder is expected to
retain remote connections to vessels,
while Inmarsat will support SHI’s services
through a dedicated CAP subscription.
Orø explains that CAP is flexible enough
to allow end-users to choose whether to
dedicate part of their bandwidth allocation to specific vessel efficiency measures,
or for the app itself to trigger bandwidth
d' ynamically' for charging per hour.
Furthermore, the span of agreements
which CAP can accommodate is demonstrated by the Letter of Intent signed
between Inmarsat and Rolls-Royce, which
has high level strategic significance but
also promises a more immediate impact.
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The LOI foresees vessels enabled by Fleet
Xpress and equipped with Rolls-Royce
Energy Management 2.0 software maximising efficiency in a way that is constantly
verifiable within the Inmarsat CAP, connected via Fleet Xpress and hosted on the
Inmarsat digital platform.
In one context, the agreement conforms
to the EU Monitoring Reporting and Verification and the IMO Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan schemes. Monitoring
ship fuel consumption and emissions is
now required by law in some areas and is
also increasingly used in vessel selection
criteria by charterers.
In another context, operating via the Fleet
Xpress enablement platform ‘upgrades’
the capabilities of the Rolls-Royce software by making it vessel performance
management tool that operates on-demand and in real time.

Applicable for all ship types, Rolls-Royce
Marine energy management software
is used to reduce energy consumption,
improve crew awareness of vessel performance and support environmental
compliance. With data collected from ship
control systems and equipment sensors,
Energy Management 2.0 also benchmarks
efficiency against historical performance.
Rolls-Royce energy management software
quantifies the effects of optimising operational efficiency on costs and the true
impact of enhancements as they are phased
in. Fleet Xpress always-on connectivity and
the potential for app-triggered bandwidth
mean that this data can be logged in real
time, optimising the verifiable reporting
capability already built in to Rolls-Royce
Energy Management System software.
Orø believes that the agreement with
SHI provides a wake-up call for shipbuild-

The smart ship of today
demands intelligent solutions
to cover remote operational
management and equipment
monitoring, and continuous
lifecycle services to extend
its life.

“Combined Rolls-Royce/Inmarsat technological capabilities will deliver proven energy
management software to shipowners with
always-on, global reach,” says Orø.“We have
been talking with Rolls-Royce for some
time and we are very happy to formalize an
arrangement bringing together Fleet Xpress
with the latest in maritime technology. This
is a huge milestone for us and we look forward to real ship installations and publishable studies at a later stage”.

ers when it comes to vessel connectivity,
because it shows that forward-looking
yards can bring their own technical contribution to the digitalisation debate.
Meanwhile, the Rolls-Royce LOI foresees a
non-exclusive contractual arrangement that
could provide a template for other vendors,
he says, especially among marine technology companies offering supporting services
based on remote monitoring centres.
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ECDIS: Frozen in time
ECDIS was ahead of its time until the regulators got involved. Now it’s at risk of
becoming a dinosaur, argues Transas CEO
Frank Coles.
The electronic navigation systems used on
cargo ships are obsolete and there is little hope of ever bringing them up to date
unless there is a radical rethink on the way
industry regulates technology.
Incredible as it may seem, the roots of
ECDIS hardware that is now mandatory
on merchant tonnage can be traced back
to the Reagan era. It was born from early
chart display systems, which like the microfiche machines of the time, presented digital reprints - known as raster scans - of
paper charts on a VDU. ECDIS was different because it stored, manipulated and displayed each item on a chart in a mathematical representation known as a vector. This
laid the foundation for much richer charts
and greater flexibility in presentation.
Through the 1980s and 1990s, ECDIS
evolved at an accelerating pace. Computers
grew in power, shrank in size and in price,
eventually becoming affordable enough to
install on ships. At the same time, innovators got to grips with and began to fully
unlock the potential of the vector format.
They were exciting times. In fact, while only
a small number of ships availed themselves
of the systems, it’s probably fair to say that
by the early 2000s ECDIS was ahead of the
curve. It was Google Maps for ships before
Google Maps.
On numerous occasions, shipowners have
approached Transas requesting an iPad app
that mirrors the ECDIS display.Actually,from
an engineering perspective, this isn’t so difficult to implement. In fact, we would love to
produce such a system as it would improve
usability no end and, simply because more
officers would be keeping an eye on a passage, boost situational awareness and navigational safety. But our hands are tied because
whatever we build has to be compliant
with regulators. And, sadly, that specification
was set down before the first iPhone was
launched and the iPad was still little more
than a glimmer in the mind of Steve Jobs.
It’s not only ECDIS. The same disconnect
between technology and regulation can be
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Frank Coles, CEO, Transas

seen with radar.The systems offered to leisure and other non-SOLAS markets sport
substantially more flexible and sophisticated display options and functionalities than
those destined for commercial tonnage.
Mandation creates another problem. Shipowners now fit ECDIS on board because
they have to. For any number of reasons,
they might have been happier and possibly safer too sailing with paper charts or
raster-based chart displays. Before ECDIS
became compulsory, an owner would
upgrade when they recognised the inherent benefits of doing so (whether safety
or commercial or both) and when they
had laid the considerable groundwork for
training their officers. Essentially, everyone
was on board. This typically led to a positive outcome.
If they weren’t happy with what was available
on the market, they would wait for the next
iteration to come out, perhaps - for example
- an ECDIS that also worked on an iPad that
they knew their crew would be comfortable
with and adept at using. A side-effect of this
was that less successful innovations would
be weeded out. The continuous changing
of display, buttons, specifications make it
almost unsafe, certainly impossible to consider someone properly trained.

C

Moreover, it forces shipowners to spend
more time and money on training crew how
to overcome unnecessary complexity. The
end result is that complying with regulation
is hampering the practice of good navigation
and the job of moving ships from A to B.
While the consensus-based approach to regulation is effective for ensuring that vessels are
structurally and mechanically sound, I believe it
is woefully inadequate for coping with the rate
of change seen in technology and software.
The question is how we escape this impasse.
In recent months, I’ve read numerous blogs
and editorials telling the maritime industry
to brace itself for ‘disruption’. These warnings are invariably aimed at manufacturers or
shipping companies themselves. I wonder if
they have the wrong target: to my mind, it
is the regulatory landscape that is most in
need of being disrupted. The Apple iPhone
was a success because Steve Jobs was not
beholden to rules. He rewrote the rules. If
mobile phones were regulated in the same
way as ships, we would still be making calls
from a Nokia 3310 and playing snake.
We all know the definition of a camel- a
racehorse designed by a committee.
Technology is moving at a rate that the
committee or regulators simply cannot
keep up with.
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Currently there are challenges to be addressed and it is expected
that the use of technology will resolve most of them. For example, drones are now used to inspect cargo holds as part of the
close- up survey and this particular task can be undertaken in
a shorter period time than the more traditional method which
requires greater effort, time and considerably higher expense.

As for every new system which comes in force,
time is required for implementation and extracting
useful results
An interview with Petros Achtypis
CEO, Prevention at Sea

Undoubtedly technology is
changing the world. Internet, new
hardware, software applications
and big data are transforming
our lives and disrupt business
models. This transformation has
already had a significant impact on
shipping. But what is next?

What do you consider to be the future
of the maritime software in Ocean-going shipping? Will there be any differences with the software applications
used in coastal shipping?
Companies involved in developing maritime
software will be challenged in the future by
the Industry to present user-friendly and
ease of mind software products, essential
to safeguard reputation, safety, security as
well as the provision of high quality services
in a limited time.
To develop widely recognized maritime
software products is not an easy task and
I am certain that the key to success is the
will of maritime technology companies to
heavily invest in learning how the shipping
industry works.
My company has been working towards
this aim for the last 4 years by maintaining a maritime team and a software team
working together on projects revolving
around shipping from day one; Despite initial resistance by the industry, the current
trend indicates a glowing future for maritime software product development as the
operational benefits becomes apparent.

What is the importance of audits and
surveys in the prevention of an accident at sea? Will there be any changes
in the way shipping audits and surveys
are conducted in shipping in the near
future?
Throughout my career, I’ve came across
plenty of cases that have escalated into significant incidents and resulted in the loss
of hire, delays at ports, serious deficiencies,
detentions and adverse commercial or financial effects that could have easily been prevented if attention had been paid to trigger
points and warning signals at an early stage.
At Prevention at Sea, our LR certified
marine risk assessment audit is a risk-based
approach on fleet condition, operation and
management, taking into consideration the
human element. It involves evaluation of the
vessel as an asset and integrates concepts
of internal control together with strategic
planning. It is aimed at ship operators, charterers, banks, P&Is and registries seeking
quality assurance and efficient evaluation of
the ship operator and a vessel’s condition
as well as its operational readiness by significantly assessing the human factor.

Is the human element the greatest source of risk to safe
and effective shipping? What do you consider to be the role
of training in that aspect?
Undoubtedly, yes the human element is a significant source of risk
and my belief is that the shipping industry should take actions to
ensure the beneficial coexistence of humans and state of the art
machinery which will not result in adversely impacting the human
element from ships.
Every few minutes a new decision is taken that may affect the
working environment or established procedures of a ship’s daily
work routines right through to the policy decisions taken on an
international level.
Indeed, training is essential. Regardless of the means used to train
seafarers on board, risk evaluation of the crew performance by an
external party is imperative.
This third party will also be able to provide ‘on the job’ training whenever required to pause the evaluation process by emphasizing the negatives and providing suggestions to improve performance based on best
practices.
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What do you believe is the role of TMSA 3 with regards
to the improvement of shipmanaging companies’ performance and the attainment of high standards of safety?
My belief is that TMSA certainly helps towards the management’s
improvement as the KPIs, along with benchmarking, give a clearer view of the Company’s performance as well as which sectors
within the company require improvement.
The new TMSA3 introduces new fields such as maritime security,
environmental protection and energy management while emphasis is given to the ‘seafarer’s wellbeing’ as it is now part of the title
of the Element 3A.
As for every new system which comes in force, time is required
for implementation and extracting useful results.
The Industry is showing great interest in TMSA3 which is proved
by the large quantity of requests that Prevention at Sea receives
for consultation and assistance in implementing the TMSA3
smoothly. Our team can help with extensive training and through
our management risk assessments and TMSA3 compliance audit,
we can identify any pitfalls as well as suggest best practices.
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Tototheo Maritime expands
presence in Greece
To be global, we need to be local
Tototheo Maritime, a global supplier of technology and innovation
support to shipowners and operators in their technical development,
has announced the expansion of its presence in Greece.

The new office of Tototheo Maritime
opened for business on 2nd October in
Piraeus to cater for the growing demand
for the company's unique mix of technical advice and support for owners seeking communications, navigation and other
technical solutions for their vessels.
“Shipowners, operators and managers
have been facing a number of tough years
yet still need their assets to be reliable
and compliant,” says Despina Panayiotou Theodosiou, Tototheo Maritime joint
Chief Executive Officer.
“As a family run business with a strong
eye on technology trends and innovation,
we are perfectly positioned to help our
clients. By opening our new office, we will
have the ability to meet their expectations ever more closely”, she added.
“We recognise that it is a period of great
change for clients particularly in the communications and connectivity areas of
operations and, as an independent company driven by relationships, we are able to
deliver the best customised communication solution packages for each and every
client” added Socrates Theodossiou, Toto-
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As a family run business with
a strong eye on technology
trends and innovation we are
perfectly positioned to help
our clients.
theo Maritime joint Chief Executive Officer.
Being part of an elite group of just few
Inmarsat Strategic Alliance partners globally, Tototheo Maritime are able to offer
clients some of the best rates available
on upgrades to new Inmarsat FX service
whilst also providing unparalleled and
ongoing support services.
Additionally, Tototheo Maritime are
able to offer assistance as a recognized

Accounting Authority for the largest vessel registries, assistance with LRIT certification and testing, as well as other mandatory certification allowing for seamless
satellite communication package setup
and servicing.
Tototheo Maritime is also a reseller of
communication and navigation equipment
representing leading suppliers worldwide.

BOOK PRESENTATION

70th anniversary
of the pivotal
idea for the
creation of the
Greek Merchant
Marine Training
Fund
1

3

2

On the occasion of the 70th anniversary of the creative idea for the establishment of the Greek Merchant Marine Training Fund (Κεφάλαιο Ναυτικής
Εκπαίδευσης), Naftika Chronika published the first
ever study on the history of contemporary maritime
education in Greece. In a special event at the Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation in Athens, the authors and
editors of the book, titled "The Greek Maritime Paradigm: The contribution of marine education", shared
thoughts and aspirations on the always vital topics of
marine education and strategies to attract the younger generations to the maritime professions.
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Copies of the book (in Greek) can be purchased from the following website: www.naftikachronika.gr/book/
1. The co- author of the book and member of the research team, Dr. Panagiotis Kapetanakis addresses
the audience
2. The Greek Minister of Shipping and Island Policy, Mr. P. Kouroumblis, MP with the ex-Minister of
Shipping and Island Policy, Mr. Th. Dritsas, MP
3. The Chairman of the Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee, Mr. H. Fafalios with the Honorary
Secretary General of the IMO, Adm. E. Mitropoulos and Mr. G. Koumoutsakos, MP

BOOK PRESENTATION

Safety Means
the World to Us
GasLog’s reputation has been earned as one of the world's leading
owners, operators and managers of LNG Carriers.
As each ship leaves port we are keenly aware of our responsibility
toward ensuring the safe passage of our people, our cargoes
and our environment.
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Our attention to detail is a reflection of our company's values
and a demonstration of our dedication.
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4. (From left to right) The speakers of the event: Mr. M. Sarlis, Capt. I. Tsenempis,
Ms V. Kallipolitou, Capt. M. Tsikalakis, Capt. D. Matthaiou, Dr. Μ. C. Chatzioannou
5. The President of the Union of Masters and Mates of the Greek Merchant Marine,
Capt. M. Tsikalakis, with the Commandant of the Hellenic Coast Guard, Vice- Admiral S. Raptis
6. Captain P. N. Tsakos with the Vice-Admiral of the Hellenic Coast Guard, P. Paraskevas
7. (From left to right) Mr. D. Patrikios, Capt. K. Kanellopoulos, Mr. I. Bissias, Mr. M. Kapizionis
8. Mr. S. J. Fafalios, sponsor of the historical research, with Mrs. K. Hadjipatera
9. The Vice Mayor for Culture of the Municipality of Piraeus, Ms Irene Daifa with the Publisher of
the magazine Naftika Chronika, Mrs. I. Bissia
10. The co- sponsors of the event: Mrs. A. Malliou, Mr. P. Mallios and Mr. I. Mallios
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Sponsors and supporters of the event were: S. Livanos Hellas S.A., Tsakos Group of
Companies, Lufthansa, RINA Hellas Ltd., ALBA Graduate Business School, SeaBright,
Consulate General of Panama in Greece and ALPHA ESTATE.
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